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Mobile devices and applications (apps) have become ubiquitous in daily life. Ensuring full access to 

the wealth of information and services they provide is a matter of social justice. Unfortunately, 

many capabilities and services offered by apps today remain inaccessible for people with disabilities. 

Built-in accessibility tools rely on correct app implementation, but app developers often fail to 

implement accessibility guidelines. In addition, the absence of tactile cues makes mobile 

touchscreens difficult to navigate for people with visual impairments. 

This dissertation describes the research I have done in runtime repair and enhancement of mobile 

app accessibility. First, I explored a design space of interaction re-mapping, which provided 

examples of re-mapping existing inaccessible interactions into new accessible interactions. I also 

implemented interaction proxies, a strategy to modify an interaction at runtime without rooting 

the phone or accessing app source code. This strategy enables third-party developers and 



 

researchers to repair and enhance mobile app accessibility. Second, I developed a system for robust 

annotations on mobile app interfaces to make the accessibility repairs reliable and scalable. Third, 

I built Interactiles, a low-cost, portable, and unpowered system to enhance tactile interaction on 

touchscreen phones for people with visual impairments. 

The thesis of this dissertation is: An interaction remapping strategy can enable third-party 

developers and researchers to robustly repair and enhance the accessibility of mobile applications 

at runtime, while preserving the platform’s security model and accessibility infrastructure.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

Mobile touchscreen devices and their applications (apps) play increasingly important roles in daily 

life. They are used to access a wide variety of services online and offline (e.g., transit schedules, 

medical services). Ensuring full access to the wealth of information and services provided by such 

apps is a matter of social justice [63]. Unfortunately, many apps remain difficult or impossible to 

access for people with disabilities, an estimated 15% of the world population [77]. Recent research 

examined the prevalence of accessibility issues in a sample of 100 Android apps, finding that every 

app included at least one accessibility issue [85]. For example, 95% of the examined apps included 

touchable elements that were smaller than recommended by Android’s accessibility guidelines [33], 

making them difficult to access for many people (e.g., people with motor impairments). 

94% included elements that lacked alternative text, making them difficult to access using a screen 

reader (e.g., for people with visual impairments). 85% included elements with low text contrast, 

another barrier for people with vision impairments. Pursuing more complete access requires 

contributions from the developers of thousands of individual apps, from developers of mobile 

platforms (e.g., Apple, Google), and from third-party accessibility developers and researchers. 

There are many reasons that an app is inaccessible. App developers may fail to implement 

fundamental accessibility support suggested by platform accessibility guidelines. Developers may 

lack awareness or knowledge needed to repair accessibility issues. They may delay a fix due to 

competing development priorities, and other app updates may even introduce new accessibility 

failures. Alternatively, it might be difficult to obtain updates if the original development of an app 

was contracted out or if the app was abandoned by its developer. 

Mobile platforms also face significant challenges and tradeoffs in prioritizing, designing, and 

implementing platform-level accessibility improvements. Although the impact of platform support 

can be large, many promising techniques never achieve platform-level adoption. Platforms also 

have begun to support correction on some accessibility issues. For example, the Talkback [34] 

screen reader allows end-users to add custom labels to unlabeled elements. However, in our 

evaluation of 50 apps, Talkback can apply custom labels to only 13.6% of the elements it visits. 
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Third-party developers and researchers often examine new accessibility improvements in 

prototype apps rather than in existing apps or across the entire mobile platform. In most of these 

cases, they cannot reasonably rebuild a platform’s entire accessibility infrastructure to evaluate a 

new approach. Therefore, the exploration of accessibility techniques is often limited to prototype 

apps with a small number of user study participants. 

1.1 Thesis Statement 

In my thesis, I explored a new approach to deploying third-party accessibility repairs and 

enhancements at runtime that could both: (1) allow promising accessibility repairs and 

enhancements to reach more people, and (2) improve accessibility research by enabling broader 

deployment and evaluation of potential techniques. 

My thesis statement is: An interaction remapping strategy can enable third-party developers and 

researchers to robustly repair and enhance the accessibility of mobile applications at runtime, 

while preserving the platform’s security model and accessibility infrastructure. 

1.2 Thesis Overview 

The following chapters are organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 reviews an overview of related work, including the ability-based design approach, prior 

research in mobile app accessibility, runtime interface modification, annotation methods, tangible 

GUI accessibility, and security in runtime repair. 

Chapter 3 describes the design space of interaction re-mapping. It provides examples of re-mapping 

existing inaccessible interactions into new accessible interactions. The design space supports 

researchers and developers who design accessibility repairs and enhancements for mobile apps. 

Chapter 4 introduces the design and implementation of interaction proxies, a strategy that enables 

the runtime repair and enhancement of mobile app accessibility. This strategy (1) allows individuals 

or communities to quickly address accessibility failures that an app’s original developer is unable or 
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unwilling to address, and (2) accelerates research by enabling deployment and evaluation of 

potential techniques and by allowing promising accessibility enhancements to reach more people. 

Chapter 5 presents a mobile app interface annotation system that makes runtime accessibility 

repair reliable and scalable. It allows developers to robustly annotate accessibility metadata and 

develop either (1) targeted repair in one or two screens of an app, or (2) more general-purpose 

repair of a class of errors across many different apps. This chapter also describes the 

implementation of repairs to 3 common accessibility issues using interaction proxies and examines 

the repairs of real-world accessibility issues in 26 apps. 

Chapter 6 shows Interactiles, an inexpensive, unpowered, general-purpose system that provides 

tactile feedback on touchscreen smartphones using 3D-printed interfaces. Mobile screen readers 

transform a 2D spatial interface into a linear audio stream, but information is inevitably lost during 

the transformation. Tactile feedback has been shown to improve accessibility, but previous 

approaches have an emphasis on larger touchscreens and have cost and compatibility limitations. 

Therefore, Interactiles (1) focuses on mobile systems, (2) does not require expensive customization, 

and (3) maximizes the compatibility across mobile apps by implementing abstractions of interaction 

proxies. 

Chapter 7 highlights additional research themes in my doctoral research. The first theme is mobile 

interactions. The second theme is mobile eye tracking for people with motor impairments. The third 

theme is large-scale mobile app accessibility analysis. 

Chapter 8 discusses future research opportunities suggested by this dissertation and summarizes 

thesis contributions. 
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Chapter 2 RELATED WORK 

This chapter covers related work in ten areas. Section 2.1 introduces the ability-based design 

approach that my dissertation research may benefit. Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 present the 

implementation of mobile app accessibility, prior research in runtime app interface modification, 

and practices in accessibility repair and enhancement. These three research areas inspired my work 

of interaction proxies (Chapter 4). Sections 2.5 and 2.6 review existing approaches in social 

annotation and methods in screen and UI (User Interface) element identification. These approaches 

informed the robust mobile app interface annotation system (Chapter 5) for accessibility repair. 

Sections 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 describe challenges in graphical user interface (GUI) accessibility, software 

assistive technologies, and tangible solutions that enhance GUI accessibility. The limitations of 

these existing approaches reveal an untapped opportunity for the Interactiles system (Chapter 6) 

to provide tactile feedback on mobile devices and apps. Section 2.10 discusses the security of 

runtime repairs and enhancements on the mobile platform. 

2.1 Ability-Based Design 

Accessible technologies aim at making things accessible for people with disabilities. Such framing 

therefore places more emphasis on dis-ability than ability. Ability-based design aims at shifting the 

design focus from dis-ability to ability by taking advantage of each user’s individual abilities [105]. 

It also shifts the burden of accommodation from the human to the system. Research guided by 

ability-based design may personalize interfaces based on environment, devices, tasks, preferences, 

and abilities [31,32,60].  

 
Figure 2.1. (a) A user whose abilities match those presumed by the system. (b) A user whose abilities 

do not match those presumed by the system. Because the system is inflexible, the user must be 
adapted to it. (c) An ability-based system is designed to accommodate the user’s abilities. It may 

adapt or be adapted to them. This figure with caption is taken from [105]. 
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However, current mobile apps seldom adapt to user’s abilities as shown in Figure 2.1. While my 

dissertation is not strictly guided by ability-based design, it explores ways to help developers and 

researchers achieve their goals using ability-based design. For example, Chapter 4 introduces an 

interaction re-mapping strategy that allows third-party developers and researchers to practice and 

evaluate ability-based design at the system level. This strategy can potentially bring ability-based 

design to more apps. 

2.2 Mobile Accessibility Implementation 

Designing and implementing support for mobile accessibility requires diverse contributions from 

researchers, mobile platforms, and app developers. One example can be seen in the design, 

adoption, and implementation of support for screen readers. Screen readers make apps more 

accessible to blind and low-vision people by transforming graphical interfaces into auditory 

interfaces [73,74]. Motivated by the research challenge of supporting blind people in using mobile 

touchscreens, Slide Rule introduced techniques for re-mapping gestures to support navigating and 

exploring the screen separately from activating targets in an interface [56]. These techniques were 

adopted by built-in screen readers for mobile platforms (e.g., Android’s TalkBack [34] and iOS’s 

VoiceOver [4]), and now improve the accessibility of apps on those platforms [64]. Prior research 

investigated the architecture for transforming graphical interfaces into other interfaces [26]. 

Current mobile platforms support such transformations with native accessibility APIs which expose 

screen content (e.g., view hierarchy) to assistive tools such as screen readers. 

However, the accessibility of mobile apps critically depends on the developers of individual apps 

[33]. One key requirement is that app developers should provide metadata to support platform 

accessibility enhancements. Developers fail to provide metadata for a variety of reasons (e.g., being 

unaware they should, lacking knowledge of how to do so, or failing to prioritize accessibility). This 

problem has been most studied on the web (e.g., with missing image alternative text [11]). Despite 

education and improved testing [1,15,80], such accessibility failures remain common on the web 

[44]. The same underlying challenge occurs in mobile platforms when app developers fail to follow 

platform accessibility guidelines. Recent research examined the prevalence of accessibility issues in 
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a sample of the top 100 Android free apps, finding that every app included at least one accessibility 

issue [85]. It is best for apps to be designed and developed to be broadly accessible [105]. However, 

when apps fall short of this goal, my research on third-party interaction proxies in Chapter 4 

provides a complementary strategy to repair accessibility issues. 

2.3 Runtime Interface Modification 

Techniques for modifying the web benefit from the ability to directly modify a page prior to its 

rendering by a browser (e.g., modifying the HTML, CSS, or DOM). In contrast, non-web architectures 

generally lack an ability to access or modify internal representation, requiring different approaches 

to runtime modification. Early work replaced a toolkit drawing object and intercepted commands 

[27,76]. More recently, Scotty examined runtime toolkit overloading, developing abstractions for 

implementing modifications in code injected directly into the interface runtime [25]. 

Complementary work explored input-output re-direction in the window manager [99], using 

information from the desktop accessibility API to make changes in an interface façade [93]. To 

overcome limitations of the desktop accessibility API and incomplete implementations of that API, 

recent work examined the interpretation of interface pixels [50]. Runtime modification can be 

implemented using only pixel-level analysis [22–24,109] or in combination with information from 

an accessibility API [16]. Such approaches can allow authoring of more specialized or accessible 

manifestations of underlying application functionality [115]. Our work builds on insights from the 

desktop, but the mobile app context does not allow implementation of prior approaches. We 

therefore developed a new approach for runtime mobile interface modifications (i.e., using floating 

windows while coordinating perception and manipulation in the manifest interface) in Chapter 4. 
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2.4 Accessibility Repair and Enhancement 

This dissertation is informed by accessibility repair and enhancement research on different 

platforms. Prior accessibility repairs often focus on the web, where the representation rendered by 

a browser is available and can be directly modified. Some accessibility repairs can be automated, 

such as attempting to automatically identify sources of alternative text for web images [11] or 

automatically increasing font size to improve readability [10]. Other approaches emphasize social 

annotation, wherein people contribute accessibility repairs that benefit additional people who 

encounter the same accessibility failure [61]. The next section provides further discussion about 

social annotation. In Chapter 4, we use the term interaction "proxies" to be analogous to prior 

research using web proxies to improve web accessibility. 

In addition to work on visual accessibility, many people with motor impairments choose 

accessibility techniques that modify how they manipulate an interface. As shown in Figure 2.2, 

SUPPLE modifies interface elements according to personal motor abilities [30,105]. Other systems 

leave interface layout unchanged but apply techniques to ease pointing. Examples include making 

targets "sticky" [51,106], dynamically modifying cursor behavior according to a person’s movement 

profile [104], and breaking a pointing interaction into multiple interactions that disambiguate the 

 
Figure 2.2. User interfaces for the synthetic application. The baseline interface is shown in comparison 
to interfaces generated automatically by SUPPLE based on two participants’ preferences. Able-bodied 
participants like AB03, preferred lists to combo boxes but preferred them to be short; all able-bodied 

participants also preferred default target sizes to larger ones. As was typical for many participants 
with motor-impairments, MI09 preferred lists to combo boxes and frequently preferred the lists to 

reveal a large number of items; MI09 also preferred buttons to either checkboxes or radio buttons and 
liked larger target sizes. This figure with caption is taken from [30].  
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intended target [29,55,116]. Other research has explored alternative pointing for physically large 

devices [58]. 

Less research has explored runtime interface modification for mobile platforms, in part due to their 

security architectures and greater concern for performance (e.g., a challenge for pixel-based 

techniques developed in the desktop context). Notable examples of runtime accessibility 

enhancements have included macro support [81] and pointing enhancement [116]. The SWAT 

framework examines system-level instrumentation of content and events to support developer 

creation of accessibility services [82]. However, it requires rooting a device, which creates a 

significant security risk and presents a technical expertise barrier. On the contrary, our interaction 

re-mapping strategy in Chapter 4 works within the Android accessibility and security model. In 

addition, this dissertation explores a larger design space of re-mappings for accessibility repairs and 

enhancements in Chapter 3.  

2.5 Social Annotation 

The web’s representation has long encouraged content enhancement through annotation, from 

annotation capabilities in Mosaic [101] to W3C efforts in interoperable annotations [103]. Extensive 

research in social accessibility has applied social annotation to web accessibility 

(e.g., [12,48,87,88,97]). Systems have explored various techniques, with a core that: (1) a person 

observes an accessibility failure, (2) that person or another person annotates the interface with 

metadata used by a tool that can repair the failure, and (3) annotation data is shared so that future 

users of the interface benefit from the repair. Examples of social annotation research for web 

accessibility include providing image alternative text and other metadata [88,97,98], repairing 

navigation order [87], sharing scripts for site-specific repairs [12] and designing infrastructure for 

crowdsourcing contributions [48]. 

Social annotation on the web has generally been implemented via the combination of a URL 

(i.e., indicating the context to apply an annotation) and an XPath (i.e., indicating the element to 

annotate within the context of a URL). For desktop environments, pixel-based UI interpretation [24] 
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allows robust annotation on interface elements with metadata needed to enable runtime 

enhancements. The implementation of annotation on the web and desktop cannot be directly 

applied in mobile apps because: (1) the various screens of an app lack robust identifiers (i.e., the 

equivalent of a web URL), and (2) pixel-level interpretation on mobile app is limited by the potential 

lack of access to screenshots and concerns about performance challenges in runtime analysis. 

Chapter 5 describes how robust annotation of mobile UI can enhance app accessibility. In the next 

section of related work, we discuss methods to implement annotation on mobile platform. 

2.6 Screen and UI Element Identifiers 

For web social annotation, a URL is used to locate a webpage and an XPath is used to locate the 

element to annotate within that webpage. Similarly, robust annotation of mobile apps requires 

both: (1) methods for identifying a screen within an app, and (2) methods for identifying specific 

elements within that screen.  

 
Figure 2.3. The Rico dataset contains a set of user interaction traces and the unique UIs discovered 

during crawling. This figure with caption is taken from [19]. 
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Prior research exploring screen identifiers has not been motivated by runtime interface 

modification and is generally inappropriate for that purpose. For example, Flow is an Android 

developer toolkit that allows naming interface states, navigating between them by name, and 

remembering the history of states [90]. However, such a toolkit must be integrated by an app’s 

developer and cannot be used to reason about screens as part of an external repair.  

The Rico project developed a large dataset of mobile app designs that were captured during crawls 

of mobile apps, as shown in Figure 2.3 [19]. Rico encounters a screen identification problem in 

determining whether an interaction during a crawl results in an app entering a new interface state 

or a state that was previously captured. Rico defines a context-agnostic similarity heuristic that 

compares two screens based on: (1) the number of pixels that differ in the two screen images, and 

(2) the number of differences when comparing the values of ViewIDResourceName for elements 

of the two screens. Two screens were considered the same if both were below manually tuned 

thresholds, requiring the same value for 99.8% of pixels and all but 1 ViewIDResourceName value. 

These thresholds resulted in an estimated 9% error rate (6% error incorrectly determining two 

screens were the same and 3% error incorrectly determining two screens were different). Rico’s 

use of pixel comparison is appropriate for crawling, but problematic for runtime modification 

(e.g., it requires additional permission to access screen images, and it can present performance 

challenges). 

Other mobile app crawls similarly attempt to minimize the re-visitation of known screens by testing 

for similarity. For example, DECAF and PUMA define a generic feature vector that encodes the 

structure of a screen’s interface hierarchy and then use a cosine-similarity metric to determine 

screen equivalence according to a threshold [45,67]. An evaluation in DECAF with a .92 threshold 

estimated a 20% error rate (including 8% error incorrectly determining two screens were the same 

and 12% error incorrectly determining two screens were different). The threshold can be varied to 

obtain different tradeoffs between thoroughness and speed of a crawl, but a developer cannot 

otherwise correct either class of error. 
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In contrast to both methods above, the screen identification methods I develop in Chapter 5: (1) use 

more information in the structure of the interface hierarchy to reduce overall error, and (2) allow 

the developer of an accessibility repair to explicitly correct any errors in screen identification to 

ensure robust annotation for runtime interface modification. 

Automated testing tools address a need to be in a known state by executing pre-defined interaction 

sequences that bring an app to known screens (e.g., [3,35,89]). Because developers of a test know 

what screen will be active in each step of that test, they can reference elements of that screen. For 

example, UiSelector is an element identifier used in Android tools [36] to specify elements by 

properties such as ContentDescription, ClassName, State information, Text value, and 

location in an interface hierarchy. Within the context defined by a screen identifier, our element 

identifiers in Chapter 5 use a similar approach to leverage developer familiarity with them. 

2.7 Challenges in Graphical Interface Accessibility 

Built-in screen readers (e.g., TalkBack [34] and VoiceOver [4]) on mobile touchscreen devices have 

become widely adopted by people with visual impairments. However, visual information is lost 

during the text-to-speech conversion (e.g., spatial layout or view hierarchies). Qualitative studies 

have investigated difficulties faced by people with visual impairments when using screen readers: 

Baldwin et al. conducted a long-term field study of novices learning general computer skills on 

desktops [8], McGookin et al. investigated touchscreen usage across many types of devices such as 

phones and media players [70], and Kane et al. specifically focused on mobile touchscreens [56]. 

These studies consistently found problems with locating items within graphical interfaces that were 

designed to be seen rather than heard. Furthermore, once objects are located, it is still a challenge 

to understand their location in the context of the app, remember where they are, and relocate 

them. This location and relocation process is time-consuming, with users needing to make multiple 

passes through content and listen to increasingly longer amounts of audio. Even then, they may not 

realize that their desired target is not reachable in the current context [8]. As Kane et al. and 

McGookin et al. demonstrated, this basic location problem exists not only on desktops but also on 
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mobile touchscreens. We would expect this problem to be compounded on phones because their 

targets are smaller and denser. 

Because of these issues, users often carry multiple devices with overlapping functionality that each 

offer better accessibility for specific tasks [56,70]. A few examples include the media players with 

tactile buttons [70], or the popular Victor Reader Stream [49], a handheld media device specifically 

for people with visual impairments. Although iPods and smartphones support features similar to 

these devices, their flat screens make them more complex to use. However, carrying multiple 

devices can be difficult to manage [56] and costly [70] (e.g., the Victor Reader Stream costs $369). 

For a population that is more likely to live in poverty than those with sight [2], this represents a 

substantial barrier to equal information access. 

These basic problems of locating, understanding, interacting with, and relocating objects via a 

touchscreen lead to the secondary problems of needing to manage multiple devices and the high 

cost of additional devices. Prior work to address these problems has taken different approaches to 

improving accessibility, ranging from software-focused (e.g., [56,58]), hardware-focused (e.g., [28]), 

to hybrid (e.g., [8,59]). Our Interactiles system in Chapter 6 takes a hybrid software-hardware 

solution to enhance mobile accessibility.  

2.8 Software-Based Touchscreen Assistive Technologies 

Software-based approaches to improving accessibility have introduced new interaction techniques 

designed to ease cognitive load and shorten task completion time. For example, Access Overlays 

[58] improves task completion times and spatial understanding through software overlays designed 

to help with target acquisition. However, although Access Overlays showed accessibility 

improvements on large touchscreens, such an approach may not work on mobile devices due to 

their significantly smaller screen size. 
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For mobile phones, Slide Rule re-maps gestures to support screen navigation separately from 

activating targets, as shown in Figure 2.4 [56], similar to the mechanism now supported by TalkBack 

and VoiceOver. 

Text entry is an important activity on mobile devices. NavTap, a navigational text entry method that 

divided the alphabet into rows to reduce cognitive load, improved typing speed over a 4-month 

study [42]. BrailleTouch allowed users to enter Braille characters using three fingers on each hand 

and offered a significant speed advantage over standard touchscreen braille keyboards [84]. For 

the task of number entry, DigiTaps encoded gestures that differed from the ten numeric digits [6]. 

These gestures required a varying number of fingers to tap, swipe, or both. Although the DigiTaps 

system showed improvement over VoiceOver in number entry speed, it required users to 

remember the 10 gesture patterns and could also benefit from a tangible component. 

In addition to text entry, mobile phones are also used for a much wider variety of activities, such as 

checking bus schedules, getting weather information, and updating personal calendars. These all 

require some form of text entry as well as app-specific actions [57]. Indeed, the plethora of apps on 

mobile phones [91] makes the creation of general interaction patterns challenging. Our Interactiles 

system in Chapter 6 supports common tasks by implementing 5 frequently used functions. The 

strategy in Chapter 4 maximizes its compatibility with existing mobile apps within security model. 

 
Figure 2.4. Slide Rule uses multi-touch gestures to interact with apps. (1) A one-finger scan is used to 
browse lists. (2) A second-finger tap is used to select items. (3) A flick gesture is used to flip between 

pages of items. (4) An L-select gesture is used to browse the hierarchy of items. This figure with 
caption is taken from [56]. 
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2.9 Tangible GUI Accessibility 

Although software solutions can improve accessibility, physical modifications also offer a promising 

complement to software. There also have been efforts to add hardware for enhancing touchscreen 

accessibility. One area of research has been in creating physical interaction aids for focused 

applications such as maps and graphics. For example, tactile maps overlaid on a touchscreen were 

fabricated using a conductive filament that could transfer touch [100]. In TacTILE, a toolchain was 

presented for creating arbitrary tactile graphics with both raised areas and cutout regions to 

present information [47]. Both of these approaches received positive feedback by making it easier 

to explore spatial information, but the tangible hardware was limited by being only useful for a 

single screen on a single application. In addition, the hardware was not attached to the phone and 

thus required the user to carry it separately.  

For larger touchscreens, Touchplates introduced a set of guides to provide tactile feedback as 

shown in Figure 2.5 [59]. The guides are versatile and inexpensive because (1) they are compatible 

with existing software, (2) they can be simply made by cutting holes in inexpensive materials, such 

 
Figure 2.5. A QWERTY keyboard touchplate, cut from acrylic plastic, provides tactile feedback for a 

large touchscreen user interface. The touchscreen recognizes the guide and moves the virtual 
keyboard beneath it. This figure with caption is taken from [59]. 
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as cardboard and acrylic sheets, and (3) they contain battery-less visual tags that allow the software 

event listeners to locate each touchplate on the screen. However, some interaction innovations of 

Touchplates may not work on smaller mobile devices: (1) removing, attaching, and storing guides 

while on-the-go is more inconvenient and (2) interacting with the smaller cutout on a mobile screen 

is more difficult. 

Tangible interfaces have also been used to enhance screen reader access in desktop computers 

without a touchscreen. The Tangible Desktop showed significant improvements in task completion 

times on a personal computer by replicating traditional desktop metaphors in the physical world [8]. 

However, its setup of a potentiometer-powered scrollbar and physical icons would be difficult to 

carry around. Hybrid-Brailler combined physical and gestural interactions to provide fast and 

accurate Braille input [102]. Its physical interface is on the back of the phone where it does not 

block gestural interaction on the screen. Therefore, the physical interface communicates with 

phones via Bluetooth, which requires power and increases the system cost and complexity. 

There appears to be an untapped opportunity to use tangible means to improve accessibility in 

mobile touchscreen computing. Prior work has demonstrated the potential of new software-

enabled interaction techniques which make it easier to locate objects, but they do not fully use 

tangibility as a memory aid and tool to ease cognitive load. It has also been shown that inexpensive, 

easily fabricated tactile pieces have great promise, but do not extend well to a mobile setup 

because they have many pieces that are difficult to manage on-the-go or lack broad deployability 

on a mobile phone due to their narrow applications. 

2.10 Security of Mobile Runtime Repairs and Enhancements 

Compare to web and desktop platforms, the mobile platform has a stronger security model. 

System-wide accessibility enhancements on mobile platforms have sometimes been implemented 

by rooting a device [82]. Rooted devices obtain administrative access in order to examine system-

level instrumentation of content and events. However, rooting introduces significant security risks 

because malware may also obtain administrative access to circumvent the security restrictions put 
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in place by the operating system. In addition, rooted devices will not receive over-the-air system 

updates and will therefore fall behind on security patches. Finally, the rooting process presents a 

technical expertise barrier for people with impairments, and the process may introduce malware 

from untrusted rooting tools.  

Public Android accessibility APIs provide capabilities to develop accessibility enhancements. 

However, abusing these powerful APIs creates security risks. One significant security threat is 

"Clickjacking" (Click + Hijack). Originating on the web, clickjacking is a malicious UI redressing attack 

that applies transparent or opaque overlay(s) to trick a victim into clicking a UI element when the 

victim intends to click another UI element on the top-level overlay, as shown in Figure 2.6 [78]. For 

Android, clickjacking is more than a theoretical threat. Symantec found a ransomware 

Android.Lockdroid.E utilized clickjacking to gain Admin permission as an accessibility service using 

Android public APIs [95]. 95.4% Android devices were exposed to clickjacking when Symantec first 

 
Figure 2.6. An example of "clickjacking". When user clicks the "next" button on the top-level overlay, 

the click event passes to the "install" button in the system dialog covered by the overlay. 
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presented this attack in March 2016. Google patched this security threat after API 22. However, 

31.9% of Android devices remain exposed to the threat as of December 2018 [37]. 

Protecting against malicious accessibility services is an important topic for additional security 

research [54]. Prior research has explored composing interfaces from mutually distrustful elements 

[83], and the development of effective abstractions is important for improving the security of 

accessibility enhancements. Because an accessibility service can be used to implement a keylogger, 

ransomware attack, or phishing exploit, Google took efforts to protect users from malicious 

accessibility services by: (1) displaying a warning dialog when enabling accessibility services, (2) 

setting restrictions on public APIs (e.g., disabling overlay creation on top of system dialog buttons), 

(3) removing apps from the Play Store if they use accessibility APIs without providing accessibility 

benefits [107]. 

In Chapter 4, we will describe implementation detail and required public Android APIs for our 

approach, which works within the existing mobile security model. 
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Chapter 3 DESIGN SPACE OF INTERACTION RE-MAPPING 

Effective interaction requires bridging both the gulf of evaluation (i.e., perceiving and 

understanding the state of an app) and the gulf of execution (i.e., manipulating the state of an app) 

[52]. To bridge these gulfs, our strategy modifies: (1) perception in an interaction, (2) manipulation 

in an interaction, or (3) both. We consider such modifications in terms of re-mapping existing 

interaction into new interaction. 

The thesis of this dissertation is about an interaction remapping strategy that enables third-party 

repair and enhancement of mobile app accessibility. To support developers and researchers in 

designing accessibility repair and enhancement, we present a design space of interaction re-

mappings. This chapter considers five identified patterns of re-mapping and discusses potential 

accessibility repairs and/or enhancements in that region of the design space. Although many 

potential enhancements fit cleanly into the design space shown in Table 3.1, some enhancements 

are better considered to be a combination of several interaction re-mappings, each of which re-

maps an interaction according to this design space. 

Table 3.1. Modify perception, manipulation, or both to re-map existing interaction into new interaction. 
The number of interactions may change before and after a re-mapping. 

Re-Mapping Purpose Example 

Zero to One Add a new interaction Accessibility rating 

One to Zero Remove an interaction Stencils-based tutorial 

One to One Replace an existing interaction with another Label repair 

One to Many Replace an interaction with multiple interactions 2-stage click 

Many to One Replace multiple interactions with one interaction Macro 
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3.1 From Zero to One Remapping 

A re-mapping from zero to one adds a new interaction where there was none. By definition, this 

adds new information or functionality to a manifest interface [18], which a person uses to perceive 

and manipulate that app (e.g., the interface exposed by a screen reader like Android’s TalkBack). 

We contrast this re-mapping with later examples that correct or replace an existing interaction. Re-

mappings might integrate new information obtained from an outside service or restore elements 

of an original interface that are otherwise inaccessible in a person’s chosen manifest interface. 

Figure 3.1 shows an example of adding information from an outside service. In interviews presented 

in Chapter 4, blind and low-vision people report they often do not have ready access to information 

about an app’s accessibility prior to attempting to use the app. If a third-party service rated app 

accessibility, it would be preferable to make ratings available directly at the time that information 

is needed (i.e., right before downloading the app). This proof-of-concept shows how an interaction 

re-mapping could add a button for getting accessibility ratings within the app download screen in 

Google Play Store. Google’s Accessibility Scanner app similarly inserts a floating button that allows 

invoking an accessibility checker for the current screen [38], but it targets developer inspection of 

an app rather than end-users seeking information about the accessibility of potential apps.  

 
Figure 3.1. This interaction re-mapping adds third-party accessibility ratings directly within the app 

store. (a) An "Accessibility Ratings" button is added in previously empty space. (b) Selecting the 
button shows third-party accessibility information for that app.  
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Chapter 4 will further discuss Figure 4.4, an example of zero-to-one re-mappings that restore 

functionality missing in an interface manifested by a screen reader. Specifically, the Wells Fargo app 

fails to expose several of its interface elements, leaving them inaccessible to a person manifesting 

the interface with a screen reader. An interaction re-mapping repairs this, restoring access to each 

of the menu items from the original interface. Figure 4.5 presents the same type of problem 

occurring with the stars on Yelp’s rating page. Inaccessible when using a screen reader, an 

interaction re-mapping restores these to the manifest interface. 

3.2 From One to Zero Remapping 

A re-mapping from one to zero removes an existing interaction. Examples include: (1) modifying a 

manifest interface to remove information or functionality from the original interface, and (2) 

modifications to correct or improve undesirable interactions introduced by a person’s chosen 

manifest interface. For example, stencils-based tutorials remove access to much of an interface by 

limiting interaction to the current step in the tutorial [46,62]. In Figure 3.2, iOS’s Guided Access 

feature similarly allows disabling a phone’s motion detection or disabling touch in a region of an 

interface [5]. Additional examples can include removing interactions that provide no value or are 

problematic in a person’s chosen manifest interface (e.g., advertising, interstitial screens, spurious 

animations that generate distracting notifications with a screen reader). 

 
Figure 3.2. iOS Guided Access can disable touch in multiple screen areas. (a) The guidance to circle 

areas on the screen to disable is shown. (b) The bottom center area is circled and disabled. (c) Users 
cannot activate any UI element inside the circled area.  
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3.3 From One to One Remapping 

A re-mapping from one to one replaces an existing interaction with another. Figure 3.3 shows an 

example of elements with missing or incorrect accessibility metadata, which are therefore 

inappropriately manifested by a screen reader (e.g., presented as "One, Unlabeled"). Manipulation 

thus works as desired, but elements are difficult to correctly perceive. An interaction re-mapping 

can correct this (e.g., presenting the button as "Start Timer"), proxying any manipulation to the 

underlying original interface. Although such a correction could also be considered a combination of 

a one-to-zero re-mapping (i.e., removing the incorrect data) and a zero-to-one re-mapping (i.e., 

adding the correct data), it is more straightforward to consider such direct replacement of an 

existing interaction as a one-to-one re-mapping. 

Alternatively, an interaction re-mapping can modify manipulation while leaving information in 

individual elements unchanged. For example, our blind and low-vision interview participants report 

that needed functionality can sometimes be difficult to reach when manifested by a screen reader. 

Because swiping gestures traverse elements serially, a screen reader has to traverse all elements in 

a list to access the target at the end of the list (e.g., Yelp’s search box is readily available in the 

original interface, but the screen reader reaches it at the end of a list in Figure 4.5). 

Existing platform support for re-mapping interaction tends to be strongest for one-to-one re-

mapping (e.g., both Android and iOS support interactively labeling elements that are missing screen 

reader metadata). But our interaction re-mapping strategy further allows third-party developers 

and researchers to develop, deploy, and evaluate new approaches (e.g., neither Android nor iOS 

 
Figure 3.3. This interaction re-mapping repairs accessibility metadata that an app provides to a 

platform screen reader. (a) Toggl is a popular time-tracking app. (b) Its interface includes elements 
with missing or inappropriate metadata, which a screen reader manifests as "Navigate Up" and "One, 
Unlabeled". (c) Our third-party interaction proxy repairs the interaction using appropriate metadata 

for each element, so a screen reader correctly manifests these elements as "Menu" and "Start Timer".  
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provides integrated support for social annotation approaches to crowdsourcing accessibility text, 

as has been proposed and examined in web-based systems [88,97,98]). 

3.4 From One to Many Remapping 

A re-mapping from one to many replaces a single interaction with multiple interactions. This is often 

needed because the original interaction makes ability assumptions that are inaccessible to some 

people, such as fine-grained motor assumptions [105]. Unpacking such an interaction into a 

sequence of interactions can make it more accessible to more people. Doing so generally requires 

designing for both perception and manipulation because a person must navigate the new sequence 

of interactions. For example, prior work explores two-stage selection of small targets [29,55,116]. 

Figure 3.4 shows an interaction re-mapping that replaces a set of small adjacent targets with a 

single larger target that invokes a menu of choices.  

3.5 From Many to One Remapping 

A re-mapping from many to one replaces multiple interactions with a single interaction. For 

example, prior work has explored this principle in accessibility macros [81]. Figure 3.5 provides an 

example of a "scroll to top" macro. Such macros can provide a new method for manipulating an 

app through a sequence of interactions that might otherwise be difficult or laborious (e.g., 

interfaces that rely upon timing constraints or active modes that are difficult for a person with a 

 
Figure 3.4. This interaction re-mapping replaces one interaction with a sequence of two interactions. 

(a) An interface contains small adjacent targets. (b) The targets are replaced with a single larger 
"Tools" button. (c) Selection displays a menu of the original targets. (d) A selected item is activated.  
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motor impairment to perform). A macro might also be invoked using a different modality (e.g., 

CoFaçade’s support for configuring devices so older adults can access functionality using on-screen 

buttons, physical buttons, or physical gestures like scanning an RFID tag [115]). In contrast to many-

to-one re-mappings of manipulation, many-to-one re-mappings of perception can be implemented 

by summaries. For example, a home automation app might contain many visual indicators of 

devices, which a screen reader manifests by serially scanning through each device and its status, 

but a many-to-one interaction re-mapping could add support for a summary of which devices are 

currently on.  

3.6 Discussion 

Apps and potential enhancements to those apps are composed of many interactions. In applying 

this design space to consider current and potential enhancements, it is helpful to consider 

enhancements as being composed of many re-mappings, each of which is characterized by one of 

these five patterns. 

A simple case of composing re-mappings is when an enhancement applies the same type of re-

mapping to multiple interactions (e.g., modifying screen reader metadata on multiple elements, 

modifying navigation order among multiple elements, disabling multiple elements as part of a 

stencils-based tutorial). But complex enhancements can also be understood as compositions of 

many re-mappings. Chapter 4 will discuss a proof-of-concept personalized interface shown in Figure 

4.7, which was motivated by SUPPLE’s generation of interface layouts adapted to an individual’s 

motor abilities [30,105]. Considering such a complex enhancement in terms of its underlying re-

 
Figure 3.5. This interaction re-mapping replaces many interactions with one interaction. (a) An 

interface contains scrollable content. (b) The "Scroll to Top" macro button is shown after the content 
scrolls. (c) Once the macro button is activated, the content scrolls back to the top. 
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mapping of many interactions can provide a useful framework for approaching its design and 

implementation.  

Most examples we used in this design space are (1) Android-based and (2) software-only. With 

proper implementation and permission within its security model, our conceptual design space 

could also be extended to iOS and other mobile platforms. In Chapter 6, we will introduce 

Interactiles, a general-purpose system that enhances tactile interaction on touchscreen 

smartphones. This system demonstrates extension of the design space to include hardware-based 

re-mapping of interactions. 

This work was published at CHI 2017 as Interaction Proxies for Runtime Repair and Enhancement 

of Mobile Application Accessibility [112] with co-authors Anne Spencer Ross, Anat Caspi, James 

Fogarty, and Jacob O. Wobbrock. Please watch the demo video at: https://youtu.be/YXnbrVJ_8N0.  

https://youtu.be/YXnbrVJ_8N0
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Chapter 4 INTERACTION PROXIES FOR RUNTIME REPAIR AND 

ENHANCEMENT OF MOBILE APPLICATION ACCESSIBILITY 

To enable the interaction re-mappings described in Chapter 3, I introduce interaction proxies, an 

interaction re-mapping strategy that enables third-party runtime repair and enhancement of 

mobile app accessibility. Conceptually, interaction proxies are inserted between an app’s original 

interface and the manifest interface [18] that a person uses to perceive and manipulate that app 

(e.g., the interface exposed by a screen reader). As a strategy for third-party accessibility 

enhancements, interaction proxies contrast with both: (1) fixes in individual apps (which can be 

made only by an app’s developer), and (2) platform-level enhancements (which can be made only 

by the platform developer). The strategy is analogous to web proxies [11,13,96], which modify a 

page between a server and a browser. However, it can be extended to address the design and 

implementation challenges of mobile app accessibility. This strategy allows third-party developers 

and researchers to modify an interaction without an app’s source code or rooting the phone, while 

retaining all capabilities of the system. 

This dissertation demonstrates interaction proxies on Android, modifying interactions without 

accessing an app’s source code and without rooting the phone or otherwise modifying an app, while 

retaining all system capabilities (e.g., Android’s full implementation of the TalkBack screen reader). 

Our implementations achieve this by modifying selected interactions using an accessibility service 

that creates overlays above an app while listening to and generating events to coordinate an 

interaction. We also summarize key abstractions to implement interaction proxies in Android. 

We then present a set of interviews with blind and low-vision people interacting with prototype 

interaction proxies, discussing their experiences and thoughts regarding such enhancements. As we 

emphasize throughout this chapter, our contribution is not intended to be a specific accessibility 

enhancement. Rather, we aim to demonstrate the potential of interaction proxies as a strategy to 

support a variety of repairs and enhancements to the accessibility of mobile apps. 
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The specific contributions of our work include: 

• Interaction proxies as a strategy for runtime repair and enhancement of mobile app 

accessibility. 

• A set of techniques for implementing interaction proxies on Android without rooting the 

phone or otherwise modifying an app. Proof-of-concept implementations of interaction 

proxies demonstrate a range of technical techniques that developers and researchers can 

employ to implement, deploy, and evaluate accessibility improvements. 

• Two sets of interviews with blind and low-vision people who use screen readers, first 

exploring accessibility barriers they encounter in apps and then exploring their reactions to 

using prototype interaction proxies as well as their thoughts on the potential of interaction 

proxies for enhancing mobile app accessibility. 

4.1 Interaction Proxies 

Effective interaction requires bridging both the gulf of evaluation (i.e., perceiving and 

understanding the state of an app) and the gulf of execution (i.e., manipulating the state of an app) 

[52]. These gulfs are bridged using an interface, and people commonly use different interfaces to 

access the same underlying app. Borrowing from Cooper [18], we refer to the interface a person 

directly perceives and manipulates as the manifest interface. We contrast it with the original 

interface created by an app developer. For many people, the manifest interface may be the same 

as the original interface. However, many people with disabilities elect an alternative manifest 

interface. Many blind or low-vision people choose a screen reader interface (e.g., Slide Rule [56], 

Android’s TalkBack, iOS’s VoiceOver), which re-maps touch to support navigation separate from 

activation and may completely disable the visual display of an app. Many people with motor 

impairments choose a scanning interface, which relies on visual perception but re-maps 

manipulation by scanning through potential targets that a person then activates using a switch. 

Even attaching an external keyboard or an additional display to a device can be considered a change 
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in the interface used for interaction. Conceptually, interaction proxies are inserted between an 

app’s original interface and manifest interface, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

We adopt the term "proxy" to be analogous to proxies on the web, which can modify webpages 

between a server and their rendering in a browser (including web proxies intended to improve web 

accessibility [11,13,96]). However, mobile app architectures do not allow the same approach to 

directly modifying the underlying representation of an interface prior to its rendering. Inserting an 

interaction proxy aims to improve interaction by modifying how an app is perceived or manipulated, 

without actually modifying the app. Key benefits are: (1) it does not require modifying the app, and 

(2) it does not require modifying the renderer of a manifest interface (e.g., a person continues to 

use Google’s full implementation of Android’s TalkBack screen reader). Figure 4.1 illustrates the 

insertion of an interaction proxy to repair the accessibility metadata shown in Figure 3.3. Using 

floating windows and other methods, the interaction proxy provides corrected accessibility 

metadata. It can be implemented by a third-party developer or researcher. The interaction proxy’s 

modifications are then presented as part of the interface that is manifested by the platform's screen 

reader. 

 
Figure 4.1. Interaction proxies are inserted between an app’s original interface and the manifest 

interface to allow third-party modification of interactions.  
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4.2 Implementation in Android 

Chapter 3 provided a framework for considering the design of interaction proxies. Here we present 

a set of implementation abstractions and describe how each is implemented in Android. Our 

abstractions can resemble prior examinations of runtime interface modifications [25,93], so we 

focus on details for interaction proxies in Android. Abstractions provide a higher-level language for 

discussing enhancements and convey what is needed to achieve these behaviors on other platforms. 

After introducing the primary abstractions, we discuss their composition to coordinate perception 

and manipulation over the course of modifying an interaction. Maintaining this coordination of the 

interaction is critical for an effective proxy. 

Our interaction proxies are implemented as an Android accessibility service, which is allowed to 

inspect and manipulate an app using public Android APIs. Installing an accessibility service requires 

explicit consent, and none of our enhancements require rooting the phone or otherwise modifying 

the operating system since we believe it is inappropriate to require a person to compromise their 

devices' security to access an app.  

4.2.1 Abstractions for Android Interaction Proxies 

Our basic strategy is to minimize the scale and complexity of an interaction proxy by intervening as 

little as necessary in an interaction. We achieve this strategy using a combination of the following 

four abstractions for implementation in Android. We note the percentage of Android devices 

supporting each of the core requirements, as of December 2018 [37]. Some capabilities are limited 

to more recent versions of Android, which have more limited market share. These capabilities will 

become more available as people transition to newer devices. 

Floating Windows: Our interaction proxies intervene between an app’s original interface and the 

manifest interface by creating floating windows that the interface manifests instead of the 

underlying app. Similar to overlapping windows on the desktop, floating windows sit above the app 

in z-order. We further define a full overlay as a floating window that occludes the entire underlying 
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app, and a partial overlay as occluding one or more elements while leaving other interactions 

unmodified. Enhancements composed of multiple re-mappings will often coordinate multiple 

partial overlays within an app. The floating windows capability has been included since Android 1.0 

and is available on 100% of Android devices [37]. 

Event Listeners: Some enhancements require detecting events in the underlying app (e.g., to trigger 

an update in an overlay). Android allows an accessibility service to listen to interface accessibility 

events (e.g., a button click, a text field focus, a view update, an app screen switch). Although limited 

to accessibility events that are invoked by the app, many necessary events are implemented by the 

default Android APIs. This capability has been included since Android 1.6 and is available on 99.9% 

of Android devices [37]. 

Content Introspection: Some enhancements require knowledge of the content of elements in an 

underlying app. Proxies can inspect the app accessibility service representation. This provides a tree 

describing an app, where each node provides information about an element (e.g., content, size, 

state, possible actions). However, we have noted that apps do not always expose correct or 

complete information via this representation. This capability has been included since Android 4.1 

and is available on 99.5% of Android devices [37]. 

Automation: Some enhancements require manipulating an underlying app. Accessibility service 

automation support allows programmatic invocation of common manipulations of elements 

exposed via the accessibility service representation (e.g., click, long press, select, scroll, or text input 

directed to a node in the tree). This capability has been included since Android 4.1 and is available 

on 99.5% of Android devices [37]. 

Screen Capture: Some enhancements require information or presentation details not available 

through content introspection. This information can include details of a view that the 

corresponding accessibility representation does not include in its model (e.g., pixel-precise 

positioning of content). The accessibility metadata provided by an app may also be incomplete or 

incorrect. Screen capture allows application of pixel-based methods developed in prior work (e.g., 
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[23,24,109]), though some apps intentionally disable screen capture (e.g., banking apps). Screen 

capture has been included since Android 5.0 and is available in 88.9% of Android devices [37]. 

Gesture Dispatch: Some enhancements require simulating a gesture or touch because the 

automation events are not expressive enough for an enhancement to obtain the desired behavior, 

or because an enhancement needs to manipulate an element that is not properly exposed by the 

accessibility representation. Gesture dispatch allows simulating a gesture or touch at any screen 

location. This capability has been included since Android 7.0 and is available on 49.7% of Android 

devices [37]. This capability will become more common as people transition to newer devices. 

Current Implementation Limitations: We focus on Android, but support for these abstractions in 

other mobile platforms should similarly enable interaction proxies. We have also identified a few 

limitations of Android’s current support. 

First, Android does not provide a robust unique identifier for each screen within an app. Similarly, 

the field used for differentiating among elements within a screen is optional and often not specified 

by developers. Reasoning about the state of an app can therefore be challenging. Our current 

proxies use signatures computed from the tree exposed for content introspection. Pixel-based 

methods for annotation of interface elements could also be valuable [24]. 

Second, although an accessibility service can observe events, it cannot consume them (i.e., cannot 

redirect or prevent an event from occurring). The next section presents one implication of this 

inability to consume events in coordinating perception and manipulation. Finally, we noted that 

accessibility services relied on app developers to provide necessary events and metadata. Default 

tools provide this information automatically whenever possible, but it is often missing. Our 

inclusion of screen capture and gesture dispatch provide additional options for interaction proxy 

implementation. 
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4.2.2 Coordinating Perception and Manipulation 

A person perceives and manipulates the manifest interface, but that interaction must be re-mapped 

to the underlying original interface. Coordinating perception and manipulation in a re-mapping is 

critical to the illusion of the manifest interface remaining seamless (i.e., the interaction proxy being 

perceived as part of the interface, as opposed to itself being disruptive). The complexity of this 

coordination will vary according to the nature of the interaction and how it is re-mapped.  

We found that direct interaction is generally most straightforward to coordinate, as illustrated in 

Figure 4.2. Proxy implementation using floating windows means an interface is composed of layers. 

Projecting these layers into the display (i.e., flattening them along the z-axis) naturally results in 

interaction proxies occluding anything below. Manipulation is similarly straightforward. Figure 4.2 

(left) shows the selection of a button in the manifest interface and Figure 4.2 (right) shows that hit-

testing finds nothing at that location in the proxy layer and so passes selection to the underlying 

original interface. This straightforward coordination similarly extends to other direct interaction in 

the flattened interface. For example, the expected elements are naturally presented by Android 

 
Figure 4.2. Direct interaction is generally straightforward to coordinate, with interface layers behaving 

as expected in their occlusion and in mapping input to the appropriate element.  
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TalkBack’s exploration mode (i.e., as a person moves a finger around the screen to browse an 

interface with the screen reader, the expected element is naturally presented).  

Coordination can be more challenging for indirect interaction. Figure 4.3 shows a gesture-based 

interaction (i.e., swiping right to the next element in the navigation order). The manifest interface 

includes a button with correct metadata (i.e., "Start Timer") inserted to replace an original interface 

button that lacked metadata (i.e., "One, Unlabeled"). Figure 4.3 (top) illustrates the interaction 

experienced, swiping right to hear Android’s TalkBack read "Start Timer". Figure 4.3 (bottom) shows 

that the navigation gesture is received by the original interface, which is unaware of the interaction 

proxy and gives focus to "One, Unlabeled". The proxy detects this using an event listener and 

immediately gives focus to "Start Timer", which is read aloud. In the instant that "One, Unlabeled" 

has focus, the screen reader begins to read it. However, this is imperceptible because focus moves 

to "Start Timer" and the screen reader aborts the prior reading (by design, ensuring prompt 

 
Figure 4.3. Indirect interaction can require more coordination. Here a gesture-based navigation 

requires an event listener to watch for "One, Unlabeled" to get focus and then immediately gives 
focus to "Start Timer". Perception in the manifest interface is seamless because the screen reader 
truncates the reading of "One, Unlabeled", but this example illustrates the type of coordination an 

interaction proxy may need to implement to remain seamless.  
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perception of interaction state during rapid navigation). The illusion of the manifest interface is 

therefore maintained. Although we do not present all of our interaction proxy implementations in 

this same detail, this example is intended to illustrate a typical coordination of an indirect 

interaction.  

4.3 Demonstration Implementations 

Prior sections introduced several demonstration interaction proxies as part of conveying the 

strategy, design space, and implementation abstractions. This section presents additional details 

and demonstrations. All of our demonstrations were developed as proof-of-concept prototypes. By 

showing and explaining their key technical approaches, we aim to inform future development of 

the interaction proxy strategy. Details of these proof-of-concept implementations can also be found 

in their code, available at: https://github.com/appaccess.  

4.3.1 Adding or Correcting Accessibility Metadata 

Developers often fail to provide appropriate accessibility metadata for interface elements (e.g., 

labels for text fields). Although default tools provide this automatically whenever possible, people 

often encounter apps that have incomplete or incorrect metadata. Platforms have begun to support 

interactive correction, allowing a person to apply a custom label. But support is limited (e.g., 

Android only supports custom labels for elements with a ViewIDResourceName, which is itself 

optional and often not specified by app developers). Interaction proxies offer a strategy for third-

 
Figure 4.4. This interaction proxy corrects a "Menu" label and repairs interaction with the app’s 

dropdown menu, which is otherwise completely inaccessible with a screen reader.  

https://github.com/appaccess
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party developers and researchers to develop and explore new approaches (e.g., social annotation 

approaches that have been proposed and examined in web-based systems [88,97,98]).   

Figure 4.1 shows an example from Toggl, a popular time-tracking app. The "Start Timer" button is 

missing metadata (i.e., the screen reader announces it as "One, Unlabeled") and the menu button 

has metadata resulting from an implementation artifact (i.e., is read as "Navigate Up"). Figure 4.4 

shows a similar example in the Wells Fargo banking app (i.e., the label "Hamburger Button" is an 

implementation term better presented as "Menu"). Our interaction proxies identify these failures 

through content introspection, then obtain an image of the element using screen capture. Captured 

images can be used to obtain content descriptions (e.g., our proof-of-concept prototype uses a local 

database, envisioning social annotation mechanisms in future systems). Each failure is then 

repaired using a floating window to create a partial overlay that replaces the element in the 

manifest interface. Any manipulation of the element in the floating window is proxied to the 

original interface, using automation to activate the appropriate element.  

4.3.2 Restoring Missing Interactions  

Figure 4.4 also illustrates the repair of a similar but more severe failure in the Wells Fargo banking 

app. The original interface’s dropdown menu includes several important functions but does not 

correctly present itself to accessibility services. It therefore manifests as a single large element, is 

read as "Wells Fargo Mobile", and activates whatever menu item is in its physical center (e.g., 

"Make an Appointment"). Figure 4.5 (left) shows a similar flaw in the Yelp app, which exposes its 

 
Figure 4.5. The Yelp app manifests its five-star rating system as a single element that cannot 

meaningfully be manipulated using a screen reader, and its navigation order using a screen reader 
makes it needlessly difficult to access "Search".  
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five-star rating system as a single element that cannot be meaningfully manifested by a screen 

reader. An interaction proxy repairs this issue using screen capture, a floating window, and content 

introspection. The proxy cannot use automation to manipulate underlying items since this will again 

activate whatever item happens to be in the physical center of the erroneously monolithic element. 

The proxy instead activates the correct underlying item using gesture dispatch (i.e., sending a two-

finger touch to the correct screen coordinate, which is consumed by the screen reader, generating 

a touch in the underlying original interface).  

4.3.3 Modifying Navigation Order  

Navigation order is a significant aspect of an interface, and optimal navigation may differ for 

different manifest interfaces (e.g., parallel visual scanning, touch-based exploration using a screen 

reader, serial navigation using a switch interface). Inappropriate orders can also result from an 

implementation failure, similar to other incorrect accessibility metadata. Figure 4.5 shows an 

example where an implementation error means the Yelp search box visually appears before the 

scrolling list of businesses but is manifested after that list in a screen reader (i.e., making it difficult 

to access via serial navigation). Toggl similarly includes a "Create Timer" button that visually floats 

above the list of existing timers for easy and prominent access but is manifested to a screen reader 

at the end of the list of existing timers. Our interaction proxies modify these navigation orders, 

moving the appropriate elements to the beginning of the manifest interface, using content 

introspection, event listeners, and automation, coordinating interaction similarly to how it was 

done in Figure 4.3. 

4.3.4 Fully-Proxied Interfaces 

Our prior interaction proxies have been minimal, emphasizing the ability to repair or enhance the 

accessibility of an interaction without needing to re-implement unrelated portions of the original 

interface. Such targeted re-mappings also highlight challenges of coordinating an interaction so that 

it blends in to the surrounding interface. Our same abstractions can also be applied in 
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enhancements that proxy the entire interface, more completely changing the interface’s 

manifestation. 

Figure 4.6 shows an example of re-mapping an interaction to implement stencils-based tutorials. 

This technique was designed to guide a person through an interaction using translucent colored 

stencils containing holes that direct the user’s attention to the correct interface component and 

prevent the user from interacting with other components [46,62]. Stencils could complement 

features like iOS Guided Access, provide additional capabilities, and enable third-party 

development of different potential guides for varying needs (e.g., stencils guide a person to a device 

setting). Our proxy is implemented using a floating window to create a full overlay, displayed as a 

translucent overlay and capturing all input. For each tutorial step, it uses content introspection to 

determine the bounds of elements that should be visible through the overlay (i.e., holes in the 

stencil), then uses automation to proxy manipulation of those elements. An event listener ensures 

the proxy’s prompt response to interface changes, as when the interface advances between each 

step in the tutorial.  

Figure 4.7 shows a sample personalized interface layout, motivated by SUPPLE’s approach to 

arranging entire interfaces to match an individual’s motor abilities [30,105]. Although such 

personalization is promising for many accessibility needs, adoption of such methods is limited by a 

need for interfaces to be re-written as abstract specifications [72]. We instead propose an 

 
Figure 4.6. This interaction proxy implements a stencils-based tutorial. At each tutorial step, only the 

appropriate element is available. All other elements are obscured and disabled.  
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interaction proxy could re-map an original interface into an abstract specification that is then used 

to generate a personalized interface. As a proof-of-concept, our interaction proxy pictured in Figure 

4.7 re-maps the original interface for Lose It! (a popular food journaling app) into model-level 

variables and then manifests those in a new interface. The new interface uses a different layout 

strategy to support larger text and buttons, and it presents underlying functionality differently (e.g., 

replacing a small sliding widget toggle with a larger checkbox element). Full implementation of this 

strategy is future research, but our proof-of-concept demonstrates the necessary combination of a 

floating window as a full overlay, perceiving the original interface using content introspection with 

event listeners and manipulating it using automation.  

4.4 Interviews Regarding Interaction Proxies 

We conducted two sets of interviews with blind and low-vision people who use screen readers. 

Interviews focused on: (1) accessibility barriers and the contexts in which they are encountered, (2) 

the experience of using an interface with an interaction proxy, (3) usefulness and potential of 

interaction proxies, and (4) potential for adoption of such enhancements. 

 
Figure 4.7. Motivated by research in personalized interface layout, this interaction proxy creates a 

completely new personalized layout for interacting with the underlying app.  
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4.4.1 Method 

Our first set of interviews included eight people who are blind or low-vision and use a screen reader. 

We discussed what types of accessibility barriers these participants encounter in apps, how they 

navigate the barriers, how barriers could be addressed, and specific apps in which barriers are 

encountered. These interviews informed many of the interaction proxies developed in this paper. 

Specifically, participants identified three common barriers that could be addressed with interaction 

proxies: mislabeled elements, inaccessible functionality, and challenging navigation. Participants 

also identified three major categories of app of interest: community engagement, productivity, and 

banking apps. Our proof-of-concept demonstrations and our second set of interviews therefore 

focused on these needs and opportunities. 

Our second set of interviews included six people who are blind or low-vision and use a screen reader 

(including two from the first set). We developed three proof-of-concept enhancements to present 

to participants in support of these interviews: (1) Yelp: As illustrated in Figure 4.5, we repaired the 

stars on the business rating page to make it possible for a person using a screen reader to rate a 

business and repaired the navigation order to make the search box easier to reach. (2) Toggl: As 

illustrated in Figure 4.1, we repaired missing screen reader labels for elements associated with each 

existing timer. We also repaired navigation order to make the "Start New Timer" button easier to 

reach. (3) Wells Fargo: As illustrated in Figure 4.4, we repaired the items in the dropdown menu to 

make them accessible with a screen reader and repaired the label of the menu button. 

Interviews with these participants focused on the potential of interaction proxies to support 

accessibility enhancements. We asked each participant to use the Android Talkback screen reader 

to interact with the above three apps (on a Google Nexus 6P with Android 7.0). For each app, 

participants first completed simple tasks while our interaction proxy applied its repairs, then again 

with the screen reader manifesting the original interface. We chose this approach (e.g., instead of 

counterbalancing) in part because tasks generally could not be completed without the interaction 

proxy. Our focus was therefore on qualitative reactions rather than task metrics. In addition, asking 

participants to begin with a task we knew was impossible would have undermined the interview. 
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Participants discussed the feeling of the interaction with the interaction proxy active, how well it 

addressed accessibility barriers, and their ideas for the potential of accessibility enhancements. 

Interviews were transcribed and then analyzed using open coding. 

Participants primarily reported using an iPhone, the more popular choice for people in the United 

States who use accessibility services [71]. Two reported using Android. Interaction with iOS’s 

VoiceOver screen reader is similar to Android’s TalkBack, and the barriers within apps are similar 

between platforms. We therefore believe these participants provided useful insight into the 

interaction proxy strategy. 

4.4.2 Results 

Interview participants reported our proof-of-concept prototype interaction proxies worked well for 

improving the accessibility of interactions. P3 said "I think in every case [the enhancement] made it 

a much better experience than it would normally be", while P5 said "I think the enhancements have 

made it better". 

One goal for participant interaction with our prototypes during interviews was to examine 

seamlessness of the interaction (i.e., an interaction proxy being perceived as part of the interface 

as opposed to itself being disruptive). Interviews explicitly probed this, in part by having participants 

first interact with the enhanced interface and then the app with its underlying accessibility failures. 

Participants ideally would not be able to distinguish between a natively accessible interface versus 

an interface that had been repaired or enhanced by an interaction proxy, and several participants 

commented that interactions were seamless. P3 said "[the enhancements] made it behave as I 

would expect it to. I think, when the enhancements were on, I generally didn't have any trouble 

completing the tasks, which definitely means it's working", while P2 said "[the enhanced Yelp app] 

acted the way I would expect it to act". 

Two participants commented on swipe-based navigation when using a proxy that repairs metadata 

by changing screen reader focus (as discussed with Figure 4.3). P1 described "lagginess", and we 

did note the app and enhancement were unusually slow for this participant. P2 described 
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"oversensitivity" that made it more difficult to use swipe-based navigation to select a target without 

skipping it. However, P2 also explicitly noted that the value provided by the enhancement was 

sufficient to outweigh "oversensitivity". Even when prompted, participants did not mention any 

other unusual or bothersome interactions. 

Participant responses to the specific enhancements we showed were varied. For example, all 

participants agreed that it was an improvement for the Wells Fargo app menu to be accessible, but 

all felt the "Forgot Password" item was still difficult to find because the app hid it in the dropdown 

menu. Even when an interaction proxy improves accessibility of an interface, usability barriers due 

to poor interface design choices can remain. 

All participants described how the types of enhancements we demonstrated could be made to 

address barriers they encounter, and all expressed interest in using such enhancements. P1 said "In 

email…forward and reply all are at the very bottom of the message and if it's a really long message, 

it's really a pain to have to scroll all the way to the bottom of the message". P5 said "[an 

enhancement] would definitely be a value to be able to get the Greyhound app accessible so that I 

could be able to purchase tickets and look at the schedules and so forth". 

In discussions regarding the potential for broad deployment, all participants said they would be 

willing to submit apps needing repair or enhancement if they thought it was likely the enhancement 

would be created. P3, a software developer, indicated that he would be willing to create 

enhancements if good tools were available. P3 and P5 also expressed concern over whether enough 

people would contribute enhancements. 

P6 was more optimistic about participation, saying "I do think that people would be very interested 

in it, and I think people would want to help contribute to the actual programming, and then people 

would also be interested in making suggestions." Finally, participants discussed their trust of third-

party enhancements. They reported that primary factors in whether they would trust an 

enhancement enough to download it are the reputation of the source, endorsements from known 

organizations (e.g., the National Federation for the Blind), and feedback from other people who use 

screen readers. 
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4.5 Discussion and Conclusion 

We introduced interaction proxies as a strategy for runtime repair and enhancement of the 

accessibility of mobile apps. Inserted between an app’s original interface and a manifest interface, 

an interaction proxy allows third-party developers and researchers to modify an interaction without 

an app’s source code and without rooting the phone or otherwise modifying an app, while retaining 

all capabilities of the system. We examined the interaction proxy strategy by defining key 

implementation abstractions and implementing them in Android proof-of-concept interaction 

proxies. Details of these proof-of-concept implementations can also be found in their code. 

These technical contributions are our primary contributions, and our interviews with blind and low-

vision people who use screen readers provide support for further developing this strategy. 

Participants were enthusiastic about the strategy, based on our proof-of-concept prototypes 

repairing accessibility failures in popular real-world apps. Including these prototypes in our 

interviews provided a real-world context for discussing the potential of interaction proxies, and 

participants used this as a starting point for discussing other apps in which they have encountered 

accessibility barriers that might be addressed. Participants saw a need and potential for third-party 

enhancements, expressing interest in the value they could provide even if a repaired interaction 

was not quite seamless. 

Our ultimate goal is to help catalyze advances in mobile app accessibility. Interaction proxies should 

not replace the effort of app developers to correctly implement the platform accessibility support. 

Instead, interaction proxies open an opportunity for third-party developers to create and deploy 

accessibility repairs and enhancements into widely used apps and platforms, in contrast to how 

contributions have previously been limited to developers of individual apps or the underlying 

mobile platform. P1 supported a multi-faceted approach by saying "I mean I think what you did is 

great, to make some more improvements, but also how we can work with community people and 

ideally Google and [app] developers". Interaction proxies therefore provide an additional tool that 

complements efforts to educate and support developers in improving the accessibility of their apps, 

as well as improvements in platform accessibility support. Interaction proxies also enable the work 
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in the next two chapters to (1) repair mobile app accessibility issues with a robust metadata 

annotation system and (2) enhance mobile touchscreen tactile feedback with 3D printed interfaces. 

This work was published at CHI 2017 as Interaction Proxies for Runtime Repair and Enhancement 

of Mobile Application Accessibility [112] with co-authors Anne Spencer Ross, Anat Caspi, James 

Fogarty, and Jacob O. Wobbrock. I developed the initial idea, summarized the implementation 

abstractions, and implemented the prototype interaction proxies used in the interview. All co-

authors provided valuable ideas in the demonstration examples and paper. Anne also took a lead 

in the interviews. Please watch the demo video at: https://youtu.be/YXnbrVJ_8N0. 

  

https://youtu.be/YXnbrVJ_8N0
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Chapter 5 ROBUST ANNOTATION ON MOBILE APP INTERFACES 

Previous chapters introduced accessibility barriers on mobile platforms and the potential of third-

party accessibility repair. Interaction Proxies enable proof-of-concept demonstrations, but it is 

infeasible to scale demonstrations beyond a handful of elements in a handful of apps due to the 

lack of methods for determining where and how to apply a runtime repair. 

The web platform has a robust method for determining where to apply an annotation, typically 

using the combination of a URL, which indicates the context to apply an annotation, and an XPath, 

which indicates the element to annotate within the URL’s context. With this robust identification 

method, social annotation techniques have demonstrated compelling approaches to accessibility 

concerns on the web. However, it is difficult to apply these techniques in mobile apps because they 

lack ways to specify an annotation context (i.e., a robust screen identifier, the equivalent of a URL 

in web annotation). 

To address this difficulty, I developed methods for robust annotation on mobile app interfaces, 

implemented in screen identifiers, element identifiers, and screen equivalency heuristics. By 

integrating annotation-based techniques, proof-of-concept accessibility repairs in Chapter 4 can 

become more reliable and scalable. This offers an important step toward large-scale runtime 

accessibility repair in mobile apps. 

The research in this chapter pursues a vision of opportunities for social annotation in mobile 

accessibility. Social annotation has been a powerful tool in web accessibility (e.g., [12,48,87,88,97]), 

and I believe it can also benefit mobile accessibility. As a demonstration of the feasibility of social 

annotation in mobile apps, I implemented initial developer tools for annotating mobile app 

accessibility metadata, evaluated key screen equivalence heuristics, presented case studies of 

runtime repair of common accessibility issues, and examined repair of real-world accessibility issues. 

My current work limits the scope of contributors to developers because they have the necessary 

technical skills to handle edge cases in annotation tools (e.g., manually authoring selectors to repair 

errors in screen identification). The underlying methods implemented in this initial research could 
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be used to build new annotation tools that do not require developer-level expertise, including tools 

to support crowdsourcing or friendsourcing approaches. In my vision, a crowdsourcing-powered 

annotation tool can divide the task of repairing an inaccessible screen (e.g., a screen may contain 

many mislabeled buttons) to several simple microtasks (e.g., crowd workers see the image of a 

button and write its description). Therefore, the annotation process might be driven by volunteers 

and paid crowd workers. By ensuring the accessibility of crowdsourcing tasks [94], people with 

disabilities may also make their own contributions in reporting accessibility issues and providing 

appropriate metadata to address some issues. 

The specific contributions include: 

• Development of methods for robust annotation of mobile app interface elements. 

Designed for use in runtime interface modification, these methods combine a novel 

approach to screen identifiers and screen equivalence heuristics with familiar techniques 

for Android element identification. 

• Implementation of initial developer tools for annotating mobile app accessibility metadata, 

including tools for authoring annotations and applying annotations at runtime. 

• Evaluation of our current screen equivalence heuristics in a dataset of 2038 screens 

collected from 50 mobile apps. 

• Three case studies that demonstrate the implementation of runtime repair of common 

accessibility issues, each using the robust annotation methods developed in this research. 

• Examination of repairing real-world accessibility issues in 26 apps, including popular 

Android apps, apps with accessibility issues reported in online forums, and apps identified 

through an in-person interview with a person who regularly uses the Android TalkBack 

screen reader. 
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5.1 Android Background 

This section reviews several Android capabilities. I first discuss why existing capabilities are 

inappropriate for robust annotation and then provide background on accessibility services and 

Android’s existing limited repair capabilities. 

Android’s accessibility services expose a WindowId for each View. Intended to support input 

interactions across multiple processes, WindowId is not stable (i.e., it changes each time an app is 

launched). Therefore, it is an inappropriate identifier for storing annotations that will be used in 

future sessions.  

When available, Android’s accessibility services also expose a ViewIDResourceName for each 

View. ViewIDResourceName is Android’s primary approach to a robust identifier (e.g., to be used 

in automated testing). Unfortunately, it is optional and often not specified by an app developer. 

When specifying an app’s layout in an XML layout file, including a ViewIDResourceName allows 

developers to obtain a reference to that element at runtime (i.e., similar to web programming 

practices of accessing an element according to an id attribute). However, app developers commonly 

create interface elements directly in code, obtain direct references to those elements, and 

therefore see no reason to specify a ViewIDResourceName. Further, ViewIDResourceName is 

not required to be unique, and the same value may be used by multiple elements in different 

contexts (e.g., elements in different screens of an app). It is therefore not an adequately available 

and robust identifier for annotating Android elements.  

Android allows an accessibility service to capture a screen image if a person grants screenshot 

permission to the service. A person may refuse this permission. Apps can also specify a 

FLAG_SECURE to disable screen capture, a common practice in apps that contain sensitive 

information (e.g., banking apps). Prior research has examined pixel-based analysis and annotation 

(e.g., [21,24,109]), but the application of those techniques in mobile apps is limited by the potential 

lack of access to screenshots and concerns about mobile performance in pixel-based analysis. 
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Our approach focuses on using information available via standard Android accessibility APIs. Each 

interface element is represented as an AccessibilityNode that exposes properties of that element 

(e.g., ClassName, AvailableActions, Text, ContentDescription). Each AccessibilityNode can also 

access its parent and any children, allowing us to obtain and consider the tree of all interface 

elements in a screen.  

As shown in Figure 5.1, Android’s TalkBack screen reader lets users add custom labels to elements. 

When users navigate to an element without alternative text, they may perform a gesture to open 

the local context menu, then find the "add label" option, and finally enter a label for that element.  

Current support for interactive correction has several limitations: 1) People with visual impairments 

may have difficulty learning the correct label for an unlabeled element, which can require trial and 

error or seeking assistance from another person. 2) TalkBack’s support for correction applies only 

to ImageButton or ImageView elements, which must have a ViewIDResourceName assigned by 

app developers. 3) TalkBack does not let people replace an existing label, even if it is incorrect or 

 
 

710 ESPN app 

 
 
This interface includes 6 elements with missing or misleading labels for use 
by a screen reader. 
 

 
 
TalkBack allows end-users to add custom labels to only 2 of the elements 
(shown in green). 
 

 
 
We develop new annotation methods that allow developers to repair all 6 
elements. 
 

Figure 5.1. Missing and misleading labels are a common and important accessibility issue that can be 
addressed by new approaches to robust annotation for accessibility repair. 
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misleading. Improved support could enable significant advances in these areas, such as a greater 

ability to annotate elements and a new ability to share robust annotations among many app users.  

5.2 Approach and System Overview 

This work aims to develop an approach to robust annotation of mobile app interface elements. 

Figure 5.2 explains our approach, currently implemented in a set of related tools. Later sections 

discuss details of our approach and our current tools in more detail, while also emphasizing that 

new tools can be composed to implement the overall approach. 

Beginning on the left of Figure 5.2, a developer implementing accessibility repairs first captures 

screens they would like to annotate within an app. To do this, we developed a capture tool, which 

is implemented as an Android accessibility service. With the tool running in the background, the 

developer visits each screen that will be annotated. A software button added by the tool then 

allows capturing a current screen, including a screen image and a snapshot of the current 

AccessibilityNode hierarchy. 

Collection will often include multiple captures of the same screen, as illustrated by color and shape 

in Figure 5.2. This can occur when a screen is visited multiple times during collection, or when a 

screen is captured with different content (e.g., the same Yelp rating screen captured for different 

restaurants). The developer of a repair identifies template screens that correspond to unique 

screens in the app. A template tool displays unique template screens in a row, with captured 

variations displayed in the column beneath each template. The tool applies our current screen 

 
Figure 5.2. We develop and evaluate new methods for robust annotation of mobile app interface 
elements appropriate for runtime accessibility repair, together with end-to-end tool support for 

developers implementing accessibility repairs. 
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equivalence heuristics, as discussed and evaluated in later sections, to automatically identify 

templates. A developer therefore only needs to inspect and potentially correct identified templates. 

A developer then authors annotations using a combination of (1) a screen identifier for the 

template screen to which an annotation applies, (2) an element identifier for the annotated 

element within that screen, and (3) the metadata to be associated with that element. We 

developed an annotation tool to support authoring of annotations. This tool displays the screen 

image, uses AccessibilityNode data to generate an element identifier when a developer selects an 

element in the image, provides highlighted feedback on elements that will be selected as a 

developer edits an element identifier, and allows inclusion of JSON-formatted metadata input in an 

annotation. 

A developer can then create an accessibility service that uses annotations for the runtime repair of 

accessibility issues on end-user devices. We developed a runtime library that supports comparing 

the current screen of an app to template screens for that app. If the current screen matches a 

template, the library further supports testing element identifiers of annotations against the current 

screen. The accessibility service can then use matching annotations when applying its runtime 

repairs. Later sections describe three example services we implemented using this approach. 

5.2.1 Supporting a Range of Accessibility Repair Scenarios 

Our approach and tools support varied scenarios for developers implementing annotation-based 

accessibility repair. Two example scenarios include: 1) targeted repair for one or two screens of an 

app, or 2) more general-purpose repair for a class of error across many different apps. 

In the first scenario, a developer might decide to modify the navigation order within a specific 

screen of a specific app (e.g., in the "file explorer" screen of the Dropbox app). The developer can 

open the app, visit the screen to be repaired, and capture its data. The developer can then inspect 

that data using our annotation tool, obtain a screen identifier for the "file explorer" screen, and 

obtain element identifiers for elements to be modified. The developer could then implement a 

custom accessibility service that: 1) uses our runtime library to detect when the app’s context 
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matches the "file explorer" screen identifier, 2) obtains references to interface elements in the 

screen using their element identifiers, and 3) uses the references to re-order navigation in that 

screen. 

In the second scenario, the developer may want to extend their repairs to other apps in which users 

report the same type of accessibility issue. Instead of developing many such specialized repair 

services, the developer can generalize their repair services. They can remove the use of specific 

screen identifiers and element identifiers, instead defining annotation types and modifying their 

code to repair navigation according to any annotations available for current screens. This might be 

sufficient for their needs, they might extend our annotation tool to make it easier to author such 

annotations, or they might examine new approaches to supporting a community of people 

interested in annotating many apps. 

5.3 Implementing Robust Annotation 

Annotation is implemented using a combination of a screen identifier and an element identifier. A 

screen identifier corresponding to a template screen and a set of screen equivalence heuristics are 

used in both: 1) defining template screens (i.e., determining whether a screen is a variation of an 

existing template screen or distinct from existing templates), and 2) runtime identification of 

screens (i.e., determining whether the current screen matches a screen identifier). This section 

discusses each of these key components. 

5.3.1 Screen Identifier 

A screen identifier corresponds to a template screen and any variations of that screen, where a 

variation informally has the same screen structure with minor differences in content (e.g., images, 

text, number of items in a list). Annotations applied to a template also apply to any variations, which 

both minimizes effort that might otherwise be spent annotating many different versions of a screen 

and allows our approach to be used for screens containing dynamic content that could not 

otherwise be feasibly annotated. 
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A set of template screens is initialized with the first captured screen (i.e., a single template with no 

variations). Each screen is then compared to the set of current templates using screen equivalence 

heuristics. If a screen is equivalent to an existing template, it is added as a variation. Otherwise, the 

screen is used as a new template. Although a capture includes both a screen image and accessibility 

data, the image is used only for developer inspection and annotation. Screen equivalence heuristics 

must be based in the accessibility data because the image is not available at runtime. Because all 

variations are equivalent, a developer may also use any variation as the representative screen for 

a template. 

At runtime, an accessibility service can capture accessibility data for a screen and use our runtime 

library to compare that screen to the set of template screens for that app. Doing so uses the same 

screen equivalence heuristics. If a match is found, annotations associated with that template screen 

are considered relevant to the app’s current screen. 

Our template tool generates a unique and random screen identifier for each template screen (e.g., 

"screen_1520907"). A developer may also associate a human-readable identifier with the screen 

identifier (e.g., "file explorer"), while ensuring human-readable names are unique within an app. 

Identifiers can then be used with our runtime library to detect a screen (e.g., for a repair to the "file 

explorer" screen). 

5.3.2 Element Identifier 

A developer can then reference elements in a template screen using techniques familiar in Android 

testing frameworks (i.e., UiSelector and XPath selectors). Our implementation of these selectors 

also differentiates between stable and dynamic properties. Stable properties are unlikely to change 

between screen content updates (i.e., between screen variations), including ClassName, Depth, 

IsLeaf, and ViewIDResourceName. Dynamic properties are more likely to change, including 

ContentDescription, Location, NumberOfChildren, Size, and Text. The current set of properties could 

be extended if necessary or if future versions of the Android Accessibility API expose additional 

properties of interface elements. 
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Our annotation tool also automatically generates a unique and random element identifier for each 

element in a template screen (e.g., "element_59401"). Each default element identifier corresponds 

to a selector that includes the element’s path in the hierarchy and its stable properties. A developer 

can verify the default selector by using the annotation tool to inspect how it applies in each 

variation. If necessary, they can edit the default selector, again inspecting how it applies in each 

variation. They may also associate a human readable name with an element identifier (e.g., "menu 

button"). At runtime, an accessibility service can use our runtime library to obtain a reference to an 

interface element using either an element identifier or a supported selector. 

5.3.3 Screen Equivalence Heuristics 

Annotation requires screen equivalence heuristics for determining a set of template screens for 

annotation and determining whether the active screen of an app matches one of those templates. 

As previously noted, we rely only on information available via standard Android accessibility APIs 

so that our runtime library requires neither: 1) rooting end-user devices, nor 2) pixel-based analysis 

of screen images, which may be unavailable or present performance challenges in a mobile context.  

Our heuristics are instead based on two key insights regarding identification of template screens. 

First, contexts where Android identifiers fail to correspond to a meaningful notion of a screen are 

not random (i.e., are not well described by ignoring any one ViewIDResourceName or by treating 

them as noise in a similarity metric). Instead, they are often systematic, resulting from developer 

behaviors (e.g., failing to provide an identifier, copy-pasting code resulting in non-unique identifiers) 

or standard toolkit behaviors (e.g., widgets that dramatically change what is presented in a screen 

with only subtle indications of that change in the accessibility API information for the screen). We 

develop a set of heuristics based on such systematic behaviors, and we evaluate our heuristics in a 

later section. We note that these heuristics can be updated and extended as we gather additional 

data or as toolkit behaviors evolve (e.g., by introducing new widgets that require adjustments).  

Second, the two types of error in screen equivalence have different implications. We define a 

FalseSame error as incorrectly determining that two screens are the same. This can result in what 
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should be a distinct template screen instead being considered a variation of an existing template 

that requires developer correction. Alternatively, it can also result in a runtime screen matching an 

incorrect template and retrieving incorrect annotations. We define a FalseDifferent error as 

incorrectly determining that two screens are different. This can result in additional annotation 

overhead through the creation of spurious templates that could be combined. Alternatively, it can 

result in a screen not being annotated at runtime. Our techniques allow developers of an 

accessibility repair to correct either form of error, but we design our default screen equivalence 

heuristics to minimize FalseSame errors. This corresponds to preferring a need for greater 

annotation effort over the possibility of annotations being incorrectly applied at runtime.  

Our current screen equivalence is implemented using eight heuristics, each based on a specific app 

developer practice or toolkit behavior. Heuristic 1 makes an early determination based on explicit 

app developer indication that screens differ. Heuristics 2 to 5 account for common interface 

structures that require special consideration, transforming the accessibility API representation to 

better support comparison. Heuristic 6 then filters items that should not be considered in 

comparison. Given these special-case checks and adjustments, Heuristic 7 then makes the primary 

comparison based on values of ViewIDResourceName in the two screens. Heuristic 8 then further 

reduces FalseSame errors by comparing values of ClassName on the two screens. After describing 

each heuristic, we discuss how a repair developer can correct any errors. 

1. Compare ActivityName: If two screens both have an ActivityName value that was specified 

by the developer, but not the same value, the screens are considered different. This 

heuristic is intended to reduce FalseSame errors. 

2. Check for Navigation Drawer: This common Android element presents a menu above an 

interface by dimming and preventing interaction with elements under the menu. When this 

heuristic detects an open navigation drawer, it transforms the representation of the 

interface so that remaining heuristics apply only to contents of the menu (i.e., by ignoring 

the occluded background elements). If one screen contains an open navigation drawer but 
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the other does not, the screens are considered different. This heuristic is intended to 

reduce FalseDifferent errors. 

3. Check for a Floating Dialog: This common Android element also occludes elements 

underneath it. This heuristic similarly detects a floating dialog, transforms the 

representation so remaining heuristics apply only to contents of that dialog, and considers 

two screens to be different if only one contains a floating dialog. This heuristic is intended 

to reduce FalseDifferent errors. 

4. Check for Tab Layout: Android’s tab layout preloads the content of each tab, presenting the 

same tree to the Android accessibility APIs regardless of which tab is selected. When this 

heuristic detects a tab layout, it uses an active tab’s binary Selected property to transform 

the representation so remaining heuristics apply according to that tab’s content. It also 

considers two screens to be different if only one contains a tab layout. This heuristic is 

intended to reduce FalseSame errors. 

5. Check for Radio Button Group with a Multi-Page View: This alternative approach to tab-like 

functionality similarly results in an Android accessibility API tree structure that does not 

adequately correspond to the selected radio button. It uses a binary Checked property of 

the active radio button to transform the representation so remaining heuristics apply 

according to content of the active view. This heuristic is intended to reduce FalseSame 

errors. 

6. Visibility Filter: Common Android container elements expose elements in their accessibility 

API structure that are outside the bounds of the screen (e.g., WebView), so we transform 

the representation by filtering to include only visible elements (i.e., elements with 

BoundsInScreen values that correspond to non-zero areas on the screen). This heuristic is 

intended to reduce FalseSame errors. 

7. Compare ViewIDResourceName: This stable property of each element will not change 

when an element’s content is modified. If the set of ViewIDResourceName values is not 

the same, the screens are considered to be different. This heuristic is the primary 

comparison based on any transformations applied in the previous heuristics. 
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8. Compare ClassName: As with ViewIDResourceName, this stable property will not change 

when an element’s content is modified. We consider this additional stable property to help 

address situations where ViewIDResourceName is not informative. If the set of 

ClassName values is not the same, the screens are considered different. This heuristic is 

intended to reduce FalseSame errors. 

Our evaluation shows that these heuristics are highly effective, and they can be extended as 

additional data suggests new heuristics. However, any approach will sometimes require developers 

to correct a repair. For a FalseSame error, a developer can write an element selector that 

differentiates the two screens. Any future screens that match the original template will then be 

separated into two templates based on whether they match the selector. For a FalseDifferent error, 

a developer can combine the two template screens and their variations. Any future screens will 

then be considered equivalent if they match either of the original templates. Although we have not 

found it necessary, we note that multiple such corrections could be composed as needed. 

5.3.4 Annotation Storage 

The tasks of inspecting, editing, and using annotations require: 1) collections of template screens, 

each including a screen image, associated accessibility data, and a screen identifier used for 

referencing that template screen, 2) variations associated with each template screen, 3) element 

identifiers for each element in each template screen, and 4) annotations, defined as a combination 

of a screen identifier, an element identifier, and the annotation metadata to be associated with 

that element of that screen. Our current implementation stores this data in Google’s Firebase. 

5.4 Data Collection and Annotation Tools 

Our core methods for screen identifiers, element identifiers, and screen equivalence can be applied 

in a variety of tools. We created an initial set of tools to support development of repairs based on 

these methods. This section introduces these tools and briefly describes potential alternatives. 
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5.4.1 Capture Tool 

Implemented as an Android accessibility service, the capture tool runs in the background to allow 

a developer to capture screens. A developer browses to the screen they want to capture, then 

presses a software button on the navigation bar. The tool plays a confirmation sound, captures a 

screen image with associated accessibility data, and uploads them to the database. The capture 

tool therefore requires screenshot permission, but our runtime tools do not (i.e., captured images 

are used only to support annotation, and our runtime tools do not use pixel-level data). If a 

developer wants to capture an app that has disabled screenshot permission, they can use a rooted 

device or emulator [108]. Although a requirement to root a device is inappropriate for end-user 

accessibility tools, it is more appropriate for a developer and is the only way to circumvent 

FLAG_SECURE. Typical capture will include a developer navigating through an app, using the tool to 

capture different screens, interacting with the app, and capturing variations of screens. 

5.4.2 Template Screen Tool 

This web application supports a developer to inspect and potentially correct identified template 

screens in each app.  Images of template screens are shown in the top row, with any variations 

displayed in a column below each template. Template screens and their variations are automatically 

and reliably identified using screen equivalence heuristics, so the tool is primarily used to inspect 

the results, obtain screen identifiers, make occasional corrections, and access the annotation tool 

by clicking on a screen. To make corrections, the tool supports authoring a selector or combining 

templates, as discussed in Screen Equivalence Heuristics section. 

5.4.3 Annotation Tool 

This web application supports a developer to author annotations on a template screen. It is 

currently accessed by clicking on a screen image in the template screen tool. The tool shows the 

screen image with its screen identifier and uses captured accessibility API data to highlight elements 

when a developer clicks on them. A developer can also author a custom selector and receive 
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feedback by highlighting one or more elements. For each highlighted element, its identifier and 

properties are shown in a list. An annotation can be authored as JSON-formatted metadata, or a 

developer can extend the annotation tool with custom functionality for a particular class of 

annotation. 

5.4.4 Runtime Library 

Our runtime library supports annotation-based accessibility services by providing key functions for 

obtaining accessibility data, identifying a screen by comparing it to a library of templates, 

identifying elements in a screen, and retrieving annotations. The library also supports listening for 

ViewClicked and WindowStateChanged events, which can lead to a change of screen structure that 

requires identification of the new screen. Our library therefore supports overall management of 

relevant annotations, letting a developer focus on the functionality of their accessibility repair 

service. 

5.4.5 Alternative Collection and Annotation Tools 

Our current tools support an end-to-end annotation process for developers, chosen as our first 

primary audience. We envision future research exploring complementary approaches. For example, 

an extension of our tools might support end-users to capture and annotate directly on their phones 

(e.g., requiring screenshot permission during capture, but allowing end-users to directly collect and 

annotate data for a repair). Future research might also examine how to scale annotation, perhaps 

drawing upon crowdsourcing and friendsourcing techniques developed in other contexts [88,97,98]. 

Our approach to screen equivalence could be included in tools for automated exploration of mobile 

apps [7,45,69], and such tools could also benefit the capture of data for accessibility repair. 

5.5 Evaluation of Screen Equivalence Heuristics 

To evaluate the effectiveness of our current screen equivalence heuristics, we recruited 5 developer 

participants to capture screens and identify templates in a dataset of real-world mobile apps. Our 

mobile app sample included 5 of the top free apps in each of 10 categories. 5 participants were 
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recruited from our computer science department, because our primary criterion was to recruit 

experienced developers familiar with mobile apps. 

Each session began with simple training, showing participants how to capture a screen and how to 

use the template screen tool to examine identification of template screens in an app. We then 

asked each participant to capture screens for all of the major features in 10 apps, and, if possible, 

to capture one or more variations for each screen. After completing capture for each app, the 

participant was asked to use the template screen tool to examine the identification of template 

screens in the capture of that app and to correct any errors. Because our focus was on data 

collection, participants used a simplified version of the tool that allowed the dragging of screens to 

re-arrange them, without the need to identify a selector that could allow the templates to be used 

with our runtime tools. When a participant completed capture and identification of template 

screens for the 10 assigned apps, we asked them to examine template screens in another 10 apps 

captured by other participants. We therefore obtained 2 developer judgments regarding the 

template screens and variations within each app, and the lead researcher resolved the limited 

number of disagreements (a total of 12 disagreements in 9 apps). Participants were compensated 

with a $20 gift card. Data collection took about 5 to 10 minutes per app.  

Table 5.1. Improvements in error rates resulting from adding each screen equivalence heuristic. 

 
        Error Rate (%) 

 Heuristic FalseSame FalseDiff 

- Only ViewIdResourceName 3.10 2.28 

1 ActivityName 2.51 2.28 

2 Navigation Drawer 2.51 1.06 

3 Floating Dialog 2.51 0.83 

4 Tab Layout 1.55 0.83 

5 Radio Button Group 1.48 0.83 

6 Visibility Filter 0.44 0.83 

7 ViewIdResourceName as above as above 

8 ClassName 0.09 0.92 
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Participants collected a total of 2,038 screens from 50 apps. Following the same procedure used in 

[19], we examined equivalence in the 42,504 pairs of screens (i.e., from all screens in an app, 

consider each pair of screens). Table 1 summarizes the improvement associated with each heuristic. 

Because our primary heuristic compares values of ViewIDResourceName, we report the 

effectiveness of other heuristics in terms of improvement relative to this. Considering only 

ViewIDResourceName in our dataset resulted in a FalseSame error rate of 3.10% and a 

FalseDifferent error rate of 2.28%. Adding each heuristic reduced these, and the comparison of 

ViewIDResourceName following all previous heuristics resulted in a FalseSame error rate of 0.44% 

and a FalseDifferent error rate of 0.83%. Comparison of ClassName then further reduced the 

FalseSame error rate to 0.09% but slightly increased the FalseDifferent error rate to 0.92%. 

Overall, we saw a 97% reduction in FalseSame errors and a 60% reduction in FalseDifferent errors, 

consistent with our goal of prioritizing the minimization of FalseSame errors. Remaining errors 

could be addressed by the developer of a repair (i.e., by specifying a selector or merging templates), 

a capability lacking in prior approaches to screen equivalence [19,45,67]. Error rates were well 

below the 6% FalseSame and 3% FalseDifferent error rates in [19], though we must take care when 

comparing these rates because those numbers were based on a different, much smaller dataset: 

1044 pairs of screens from 12 apps that tuned the equivalence thresholds used in that work. Robust 

screen identifiers should also let developers author an element identifier for any element in a 

screen. In contrast, the TalkBack screen reader’s reliance on ViewIDResourceName made it apply 

a custom label to only 13.6% of TalkBack-visited elements in this data. 

Examining this data, we observe a practice of obfuscating ViewIDResourceName. For example, 

the Facebook Messenger app sets ViewIDResourceName to "name_removed" for all of its 

elements. Considering only ViewIDResourceName resulted in 84 FalseSame errors in this app, 

while our heuristics used ActivityName, interface structure, and ClassName to reduce this to only 2 

FalseSame errors. These errors could then be corrected by developer specification of an 

appropriate selector. We also note that approaches based entirely on ViewIDResourceName, 
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including the TalkBack screen reader’s support for adding custom labels, will be completely 

ineffective in such an app (i.e., because all elements have the same ViewIDResourceName). 

Heuristic 8 reduced FalseSame errors by checking ClassName, but it slightly increased FalseDifferent 

errors. Examining this, we find that advertising banners were a common cause of increased 

FalseDifferent errors. For example, the Abs Workout app included advertising elements that had 

different ClassNames before and after an advertisement was loaded. This suggests that a future 

heuristic might filter advertising elements, perhaps by blacklisting their ClassNames. 

We also observed a small number of cases that likely could not be resolved using our current 

techniques due to an app’s complete failure to implement a meaningful representation via the 

accessibility APIs. For example, the TopBuzz app included a custom-implemented tab layout that 

did not expose any indication of what tab was active, unlike the Selected or Checked properties in 

our current heuristics. It also did not properly expose elements of all tabs to the accessibility APIs, 

but instead exposed contents of the first tab regardless of which tab was currently active. Resolving 

such a complete failure could require pixel-based techniques [21,23,24]. Although this will require 

screenshot permission at runtime, performance implications might be addressed by limiting pixel-

based analysis to only such special-case scenarios where accessibility data fails. 

5.6 Case Studies of Runtime Accessibility Repair 

This section demonstrates the repair of three common types of accessibility issues, with all repairs 

implemented using our approach to robust annotation. These case studies are implemented using 

interaction proxy techniques and correspond to proof-of-concept demonstrations in Chapter 4. 

However, it was previously infeasible to scale demonstrations beyond a handful of elements in a 

handful of apps due to the lack of methods for determining where and how to apply runtime repairs. 

Integrating annotation-based techniques into these demonstrations is an important step toward 

runtime accessibility repair in mobile apps, which the next section further examines in a set of 26 

real-world apps. 
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5.6.1 Missing or Misleading Labels 

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, many apps contain both unlabeled elements (e.g., elements lacking a 

ContentDescription that will therefore be read as "unlabeled") and elements with misleading labels 

(e.g., Figure 5.1 has two buttons labeled "15").  

We implemented an accessibility service that uses annotations to repair elements with missing or 

misleading values of ContentDescription. A developer uses the annotation tool to identify elements 

in need of label repair (e.g., by clicking it in the image, by writing a custom selector), then uses a 

text field to enter an appropriate ContentDescription, which the tool stores as an annotation. At 

runtime, the accessibility services detect whether the current screen includes any annotations and 

then use interaction proxy techniques to repair how annotated elements are read by the screen 

reader.  

 

 
Figure 5.3. Illustration of annotation interface to correct navigation order. 7 elements are listed in the 

navigation order determined by Talkback. 
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5.6.2 Navigation Order Issues  

The navigation order of interface elements is important to many people (e.g., a person using swipe 

gestures to navigate interface elements with a screen reader, a person using a switch interface). 

However, many apps have navigation orders that can make them difficult to use. For example, the 

navigation order for the Dropbox app begins with the "add" button and then requires navigating 

through all files in the current folder (i.e., a list of arbitrary length) before accessing the "menu", 

"select", or "more" buttons. 

We implemented an accessibility service that uses annotations to repair navigation order on a 

screen. Figure 5.3 illustrates our annotation tool for this enhancement, an interface that shows the 

current navigation order and lets developers modify it by moving elements in a list. The resulting 

navigation order is stored as an annotation associated with the screen, which our accessibility 

service detects at runtime and uses to correct the navigation order.  

5.6.3 Inaccessible Customized Widgets 

When a developer creates a custom interface element, they also need to write additional code to 

expose appropriate accessibility hierarchy and context [39]. Unfortunately, many developers fail to 

do this, so these custom elements can be difficult or impossible to use with an accessibility service. 

For example, custom rating widgets found in Yelp and many other apps are often inaccessible (e.g., 

the Yelp rating widget is exposed as a TextView and does not allow a person using a screen reader 

or switch interface to enter a rating). 

We implemented an accessibility service that uses annotations to repair some forms of inaccessible 

customized widgets. Figure 5.2 illustrates our enhancement of the annotation tool that supports 

rubberband selection to define clickable areas within an element, storing a list of these areas with 

a ContentDescription for each as an annotation on the element. At runtime, the accessibility service 

uses these annotations to create the missing accessibility API representations. This approach can 

repair only relatively simple custom elements, but it suggests an approach for more sophisticated 

repairs. 
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5.7 Evaluation of Runtime Repair 

Our case studies build upon prior demonstrations of accessibility repairs that have received positive 

feedback, including feedback from two rounds of studies with 14 people with visual impairments 

who use screen readers [112]. The end-user experience with repair was the same as in this prior 

research, but prior demonstrations were limited to a handful of apps chosen by the research team 

and implemented using custom code for each repair. Our current evaluation therefore focused on 

examining the application of our selected categories of repair to accessibility issues in real-world 

apps. We first worked with a participant who used a screen reader, repairing accessibility issues in 

a set of apps he identified. We then collected and repaired issues in a larger set of apps.  

5.7.1 Participant Feedback on Accessibility Repairs 

To gather initial feedback on accessibility repairs implemented in our case studies, we interviewed 

a blind user (male, 38-year-old) with six years of experience with an Android screen reader. Via 

email prior to the interview, we described the three types of accessibility issues addressed in our 

case studies and asked if he found these issues in apps he frequently used. He replied to report 

issues in 6 apps. We then spent an hour capturing screens and authoring annotations to repair the 

accessibility issues he reported, followed by an additional hour examining the apps to find and 

repair issues he had not mentioned. We note the runtime repair of accessibility issues in 6 different 

apps would be infeasible in prior approaches requiring custom code to repair to specific elements 

in specific apps (e.g., prior repair demonstration in interaction proxies [112]). 

During the interview, we first asked the participant to show how he normally used each app and 

how it was inaccessible. We then enabled our accessibility repair service and asked him to revisit 

the interactions he had showed us. After he experienced all repairs to the accessibility issues he 

reported, we disabled our repair service and guided him to screens with additional accessibility 

issues he had not mentioned. We then re-enabled the repair service, so he could experience the 

difference. After each app, we asked him: 1) to what extent the accessibility issues are a barrier; 

2) if a repair service would change how he uses the app; 3) whether the repair service addressed 
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all accessibility issues he mentioned. At the end of the interview, we asked for his overall opinion 

and thoughts regarding our approach and its potential. 

Overall, the participant expressed frustration with accessibility issues: "These (accessibility) barriers 

make me not want to use them (apps). I'm a customer, just happened to be blind, but I’d like to use 

these services." He confirmed that our repairs addressed the issues reported, as well as additional 

issues in the same apps, and described how repairs would change app use and might help more 

people: "Having the annotation available and making the app accessible make me more likely to 

use the app. I'd like to be able to use more stuff and do more. Enhancing (the apps) to be more 

usable and accessible…that makes it better for everybody." 

One app he identified was BECU, a local credit union. The app is implemented with cocos2dx, a 

game engine that was probably chosen for its ability to provide high-quality animations. It 

unfortunately exposes very limited information to the Android accessibility APIs. On the login 

screen, TalkBack cannot move focus to the input fields for the account name or password. This app 

did include support for Android’s voice assistant, which speaks a list of available options 

(e.g., "enter the password"), and then requires double tapping and speaking an option. The 

participant objected that this solution did not meet accessibility expectations: "that’s not what I 

want, and it is not the way it should be working…I should just be able to double tap on the username 

and type it." He also noted that speaking introduces privacy concerns: "I often wear headphones 

and (keep) the screen off so that nobody could hear what's going on." We repaired the inaccessible 

login screen by defining both a clickable area and a description for each input field. We did not 

continue repairs beyond the login screen because we did not have credentials to use during capture 

and did not want to ask the participant to expose his personal information in testing.  

The participant also identified the At Bat app, which features listening to live streams of baseball 

games. However, after paying for a subscription, the participant could not access the streams. The 

"play" button is unlabeled, and a feed source must be selected to enable the unlabeled "play" 

button. Without instruction, this interaction is extremely difficult for a person using a screen reader. 

The participant was frustrated by the player: "it’s a big barrier that I am not able to really use that 
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app; it makes me frustrated, and I don't understand why they are unlabeled…I don't want to open 

some random buttons." We annotated the unlabeled buttons with appropriate labels, repaired the 

navigation order to more easily move to the audio player, and added an instruction to select a feed. 

The participant described how these repairs would make the app useful: "I would actually use it, 

and I paid for it…Right now, I'm not using it at all." 

5.7.2 Repairs in Additional Mobile Apps 

As a complement to our in-depth exploration with this participant, we repaired 20 additional apps. 

10 were identified as having accessibility issues by participants in accessibility-related forums 

[40,53,92], and 10 were selected from the top downloaded apps in the Google Play Store. 

Table 5.2 summarizes the accessibility issues we repaired in a total of 26 apps. Across 24 apps, we 

found and repaired a total of 115 missing labels and 46 misleading labels. Across 18 apps, we found 

and repaired 29 navigation order issues. For 11 apps, we found and repaired 12 inaccessible custom 

widgets. We include repair examples at: https://youtu.be/oLMjy2IwYbY. 

Because runtime repair of mobile accessibility issues is a relatively new capability and prior 

methods required custom code specific to each repair [82,112], we believe this is the largest 

existing set of runtime repairs of mobile app accessibility issues, thereby providing support for the 

potential of annotation-based accessibility repair. 

 

https://youtu.be/oLMjy2IwYbY
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Table 5.2. The number of accessibility issues repaired in each of the 26 apps used in our evaluation 
of runtime repair. 

 

   # of Issues Repaired 

App Missing 
Label 

Misleading 
Label 

Navigation Widget 

Identified by Participant 

710 ESPN 5 3 3 0 

Amazon Music 11 4 2 0 

 At Bat 4 2 0 1 

BECU 0 0 0 1 

Yelp 3 1 2 2 

Youtube Music 0 2 1 0 

Identified in Accessibility Forums 

Astro 1 2 1 0 

BBC iPlayer 0 1 1 1 

BBC Media Player 0 0 0 1 

Checkout 51 8 1 1 0 

Dropbox 9 2 2 0 

EMusic 9 3 2 0 

Etsy 4 1 0 1 

Postmate 11 0 0 0 

Timely 10 1 3 1 

WD My Cloud 3 1 1 1 

Top Downloaded Apps 

Fitbit 4 2 2 0 

Flipboard 6 1 0 1 

GroupOn 3 3 1 0 

NBC News 2 5 0 0 

Paypal 2 4 0 0 

Sephora 3 2 2 1 

Starbucks 3 2 1 0 

Tinder 9 1 2 1 

The Weather Channel 4 1 1 0 

Youtube 1 1 1 0 
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5.8 Current Limitations 

Our evaluation found that a relatively small number of apps expose an accessibility API 

representation that fundamentally lacks vital information (e.g., screens in the TopBuzz and BECU 

apps). Our current screen equivalence heuristics cannot be effective in such circumstances. Careful 

authoring of selectors based on available information might let motivated developers differentiate 

screens and author repairs, but other approaches may also be beneficial. For example, we have 

generally avoided pixel-based analysis, but we might make limited use of such techniques in 

situations like these, which cannot otherwise be addressed. 

We currently examine capture and annotation of an app within a single version of that app running 

on a single phone (i.e., at a single screen resolution and in portrait orientation). We are not aware 

of any prior research in screen equivalence that has addressed this limitation, but future research 

toward large-scale deployment of annotation-based repair will need to consider different versions 

and renderings of the same app. Our approaches should be promising because they do not rely 

upon element location or size, and large-scale changes can likely be modeled as additional template 

screens. Scrolling, animation, and dynamic introduction of new elements are also classic difficulties 

in runtime interpretation and modification. Our runtime tools currently address this by identifying 

a screen when it first appears, then monitoring events that might indicate a change in the active 

screen. This has been effective, but additional approaches may be necessary. 

Our current implementation is for Android. Although it is not the most popular mobile platform 

among screen reader users, its open platform both enables our annotation techniques and allows 

direct deployment of advances in accessibility services. Our overall strategy (i.e., identifying 

components and patterns that lead to screen equivalence errors) is likely to generalize to additional 

mobile platforms. 
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5.9 Conclusion 

This chapter has introduced an approach to robust annotation of mobile apps, using techniques 

appropriate for runtime accessibility repair. We presented our underlying methods in terms of 

screen identifiers, element identifiers, and screen equivalence heuristics. We developed an initial 

set of tools based on these methods, focused on developer implementation of accessibility repair 

services. We then evaluated our screen equivalence heuristics, presented our case studies applying 

annotation in runtime accessibility repair, and examined these case study implementations in 

repairing real-world accessibility issues. Supporting materials (e.g., code and screen data) are 

available at: https://github.com/appaccess. 

We demonstrated an initial set of annotation tools, but there are many more possibilities. For 

example, our approach might be integrated directly into Android’s core accessibility services, the 

TalkBack screen reader and Switch Access. Annotation could address limitations of these tools in 

relying upon ViewIDResourceName. Future research could also explore tools that do not require 

developer-level expertise, including crowdsourcing or friendsourcing approaches. Robust 

approaches to mobile app screen equivalence and annotation can also have applications beyond 

accessibility, including interface testing, large-scale collection and analysis of mobile apps 

[19,45,85], and task automation [65]. Overall, we believe many new tools can be developed using 

the methods developed in this initial research.  

This work was published at UIST 2018 as Robust Annotation of Mobile Application Interfaces in 

Methods for Accessibility Repair and Enhancement [113] with co-authors Anne Spencer Ross and  

James Fogarty. I built the system, implemented the runtime repairs in case studies, and conducted 

the evaluations. All co-authors provided valuable opinions regarding the scope of this project, 

evaluations, and paper writing. Please watch the demo video at: https://youtu.be/oLMjy2IwYbY. 

 

  

https://github.com/appaccess
https://youtu.be/oLMjy2IwYbY
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Chapter 6 INTERACTILES: A SET OF 3D-PRINTED TACTILE 

INTERFACES TO ENHANCE MOBILE TOUCHSCREEN ACCESSIBILITY 

The absence of tactile cues such as keys and buttons makes touchscreens difficult to navigate for 

people with visual impairments. Tactile feedback and tangible interaction can improve accessibility 

[8,43,59], but previous approaches have either required relatively expensive customization [14], 

had limited compatibility across multiple apps [47,70,100], consisted of many hardware 

components that were difficult to organize or carry [8], or have not focused on mobile systems 

[8,59]. Compared to larger touchscreens, mobile touchscreens pose additional challenges, including 

smaller screen targets and the necessity of using the device on-the-go. Static physical overlays on 

mobile devices include raised areas and/or cutouts to provide tactile feedback and guidance. 

However, prior research has limited each such overlay to a specific screen in a single app 

[47,70,100]. 

There is an untapped opportunity to add tactile feedback on mobile touchscreens for multiple apps. 

Therefore, we create Interactiles, an inexpensive, unpowered, general-purpose system that 

improves tactile interaction on touchscreen smartphones. It consists of two major parts: (1) a set 

of 3D-printed hardware interfaces that provide tactile feedback, and (2) software that understands 

the context of a currently running app and redirects the hardware input to manipulate the app's 

interface. The hardware material costs less than $10. Without any circuitry, our system does not 

consume power and therefore preserves phone battery life. Our validation shows that its 

functionality is compatible with most of the top 50 Android apps. In our usability study, Interactiles 

showed promise in improving task completion time and increasing participant satisfaction for 

certain interactions. Study results support the value of a hybrid software-hardware approach for 

providing tangibility while maximizing compatibility across common apps. 
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The specific contributions include: 

• Designing and building Interactiles, an inexpensive, unpowered, general-purpose software-

hardware system that enhances tactile interaction on mobile touchscreen devices. 

• Validating the compatibility of Interactiles with 50 Android apps from Google Play Store, 

which makes it the first tactile enhancement system on mobile platform that is compatible 

with many existing apps. 

• Conducting three user studies. We first interviewed two people using screen reader to learn 

their preferred improvements. We then pilot tested our prototype with people with visual 

impairments and received feedback for improvement. Finally, we conducted a usability 

study that compared Interactiles with Android TalkBack (built-in screen reader). This study 

collected qualitative reactions to Interactiles and compared task completion times and 

participant preferences.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 6.1. Interactiles allows people with visual impairments to interact with mobile touchscreen 

phones using physical attachments, including a number pad (left) and a multi-purpose physical 
scrollbar (right). 
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6.1 Use Case Scenario 

The Interactiles system is designed to work with mobile screen readers while providing tactile 

feedback. The hardware base is a 3D-printed plastic shell that snaps on a phone, which contains 

three hardware components: a number pad, a scrollbar, and a control button at the bottom of the 

scrollbar, as seen in Figure 6.1. Users may flip in and out hardware components for different tasks. 

When all hardware components are flipped out and the software is off, a person has full access to 

the touchscreen as in normal usage. These hardware components work with our software to 

perform five main functions: element navigation, bookmarking, page scrolling, app switching, and 

number entry. 

Consider a use case scenario when Jane, a person with visual impairments, purchases a backpack 

on Amazon with Interactiles and screen reader (demonstrated in https://youtu.be/Fd6zmfJ9DOk). 

Jane turns on the software and flips in the scrollbar. When the software is active, a floating 

window appears on screen to receive touch events on the scrollbar. She browses the Amazon 

mobile app to buy a backpack. Starting with the element navigation mode, she moves the scroll 

thumb to hear information about each product on a page. When she navigates through all 

products on the current page, the scroll thumb arrives at the bottom of the scrollbar. She then 

long presses the scroll thumb to move to the next page. 

While browsing, Jane finds a backpack with good reviews and a reasonable price. She would like 

to browse through all the products before purchasing, but she also wants to return to this 

backpack later. Thus, she long presses the control button to bookmark this backpack.  

After reviewing a long list of backpacks, she likes the bookmarked one best. She presses the 

control button once to activate the page scrolling mode. She slides up the scroll thumb to scroll 

up pages. Her phone vibrates to announce when it has scrolled to the bookmarked page.  

While Jane is shopping, she notices vibration from a new message notification. She presses the 

control button to activate app switching mode and hears "Mode: App" as confirmation. She 

https://youtu.be/Fd6zmfJ9DOk
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moves the scroll thumb to hear the recently opened apps. When she hears "Messages," she 

double-taps the scroll thumb to open the Messages app.  

Jane presses the control button again to switch back to element navigation mode. Moving the 

scroll thumb, she hears the subject line for each message (e.g., "What’s the address for coffee 

on Monday?") and then navigates to the reply text field. She double-taps the scroll thumb to 

activate the text field for input. When the phone’s soft keyboard pops up, a floating window for 

the number pad appears on the screen. She flips in the physical number pad for number entry. 

She enters numbers using the number pad and enters letters using the phone’s soft keyboard, 

as she normally would. 

6.2 Design and Implementation of Interactiles 

Interactiles is an inexpensive, unpowered, general-purpose system that increases tactile interaction 

on touchscreen phones. Its interactive hardware provides tactile feedback, and its software 

receives touch input on hardware and invokes the corresponding action on the currently running 

app. The system is designed to work with built-in screen readers and mobile apps without 

modification to them. Currently, our software supports devices running Android 5.0 and above 

(88.9% of Android devices as of Dec 2018 [37]). 

Before designing Interactiles, we spoke with two people who use screen reader to learn what 

improvements they wanted to experience in mobile touchscreen interactions. Their feedback 

motivated us to design the selected functions. They expressed disappointment at the 

disappearance of physical phone buttons. They also cited interactions and situations where they 

had particular difficulty, such as losing their place while using explore-by-touch on a moving bus. 

This motivated us to design the element navigation feature because the scroll thumb keeps a 

person's place on the screen. Neither of those interviewed liked entering numbers, especially in a 

time-sensitive situation. They expressed enthusiasm for physical buttons that could help them 

avoid this difficulty. 
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6.2.1 Design Goals 

Taking into account the challenges highlighted in previous tangible accessibility research and our 

own interview input, we identified the following design goals.  

Mobile focus: Prior research [8,59] shows the positive impact of tangible interaction, but most such 

work has been designed for large touchscreens. The prevalence of mobile devices and apps support 

our targeting of mobile touchscreens. Further, these devices present a different set of challenges 

than larger interfaces.  

Portable, contained, and non-blocking: Because our design target was mobile devices, our solution 

had to be sufficiently portable to carry on a daily basis. All hardware components had to be 

contained in one piece so that a person did not have to carry and assemble additional pieces. 

Furthermore, the system had to work with built-in screen readers and not block normal 

touchscreen interaction when not in use. 

Compatible with various mobile apps: In previous research [47,70], a tactile overlay is limited to 

one screen in a single app. Carrying a piece of hardware for each screen or app is not practical on a 

daily basis. We wanted to design common functionalities that are useful in different mobile apps. 

Low-cost: Several commercial products provide tactile feedback (e.g., Braille phone [79]). However, 

their cost could pose a problem for people with disabilities, a population more likely to face socio-

economic barriers [2]. Therefore, we wanted to design a less expensive solution to improve 

deployability.  

Unpowered: Many rich tactile interactions have been enabled through electrical [9] and electrical-

mechanical experiences [8]. However, these systems increase the cost of assistive technologies and 

decrease portability, which is important for mobile platforms. Therefore, we wanted to design an 

unpowered solution.  
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6.2.2 Hardware Components 

The unpowered and portable Interactiles hardware provides tactile feedback. Inspired by prior 

research on capacitive touch hardware components [17], our hardware leverages conductive 

material to connect a person's finger to an on-screen contact point, thus registering a touch event.  

Our prototype cost less than $10 in materials. Most parts of the hardware were 3D-printed using 

inexpensive PLA plastic. Some parts were handmade from silicone, conductive fabric, conductive 

thread, and standard fasteners (e.g., nuts, bolts, and washers). Printing took about 10 hours, and 

assembly required about 2 hours. Because it is a one-time print, these times are unlikely to be 

prohibitive. In addition, a person may receive printing and other help from volunteer communities. 

For example, e-NABLE volunteers successfully adapted and assembled assistive devices (e.g., 

prosthetic limbs) for people with disabilities.  

 
Figure 6.2. The Interactiles hardware base is a 3D-printed plastic shell that snaps on a phone, and 

three hardware components (Scrollbar, Control Button, and Number Pad) are attached to the shell. 
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As shown in Figure 6.2, the hardware base is a 3D-printed plastic shell that snaps on a phone, with 

three hardware components attached to the shell. 

The Scrollbar is attached to the right side of the phone shell using a hinge. It can be flipped out 

from the screen when not in use. It consists of a 3D-printed PLA frame and a scroll thumb. The scroll 

thumb is a piece of metal bent at a right angle, encased in PLA, and covered with conductive fabric. 

We chose fabric because it transmits capacitive touch reliably, feels comfortable, and does not 

scratch the touchscreen.  

The Control Button is attached to the bottom of the scrollbar. It is a silicone button sewn through 

with conductive thread to transmit touch. The button was cast using a 3D-printed mold to control 

its size and shape. Silicone material was chosen to ensure that the button was comfortable to press. 

Because there is currently no castable and affordable conductive material, we sewed the button on 

with conductive thread. 

The Number Pad is attached to the left side of the phone shell. It is a 3D-printed PLA plate that 

contains a 4x3 grid of silicone buttons. Like the scrollbar, the number pad is hinged and can be 

flipped out when not in use. 

6.2.2 Software Proxies 

The Interactiles software is an accessibility service that runs in an app-independent fashion. To 

increase deployability and generalizability, our software was implemented with standard Android 

accessibility APIs. It does not require rooting a phone or access to app source code and is compatible 

with Android TalkBack. Our implementation approach was inspired by interaction proxies [112], a 

strategy for modifying user input and output on the phone, useful for accessibility repairs such as 

adding alternative text or modifying navigation order. 

Interaction proxies consist of one or more floating windows, which are visible on top of any 

currently running app. As these proxies sit above the app in z-order, they can modify both the 

output and input of the underlying app. Output is modified by drawing inside the floating windows. 

Input is modified using event listeners, which intercept all touch events on the floating window 
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using the Android accessibility API and consume them before they reach the underlying app. 

Interaction proxies can further leverage accessibility APIs for content introspection of the 

underlying app as well as for automation of actions.  

Using these abstractions, interaction proxies were used to implement proof-of-concept accessibility 

repairs that are compatible with various mobile apps. 

The Interactiles service captures touch events generated when a person touches the conductive 

portion of a hardware component, interprets them, and takes appropriate action. It captures events 

using floating windows with attached event listeners and delivers events using a combination of 

content introspection and automation. 

Event listeners monitor AccessibilityEvents [41] generated in the currently running app and floating 

windows to perform actions. An interaction with TalkBack generates events that differ from 

standard touch events, so we cannot use the standard gesture listener. We implemented a custom 

listener to recognize the following events that occur in the floating windows: tap, double tap, slide 

(press and move scroll thumb), and long press with different durations. 

The floating windows in Figure 6.3 sit beneath the relevant piece of hardware and thus do not 

interfere with interactions on uncovered screen areas. The presence/absence of each floating 

 
Figure 6.3. Floating windows created for number pad (left), scrollbar (right) and control button (right 

bottom). The windows can be transparent; we use colors for demonstration. 
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window and its content are determined by the current Interactiles mode, along with the state of 

the current app or apps that are running. In particular, our software assumes the scrollbar is always 

active until the phone keyboard pops up for text entry. Whenever the keyboard is active, the 

number pad floating window appears, and the scrollbar floating window is temporarily removed to 

avoid blocking the keyboard. A person flips in the physical number pad and flips out the scrollbar, 

accordingly. When the keyboard is deactivated, the number pad floating window disappears, and 

the scrollbar reappears. When all hardware components are flipped out and the software is off, the 

person has full access to the touchscreen as normal. 

The scrollbar floating window is implemented using a dynamic list of buttons representing the items 

to be scrolled through. When the scroll thumb slides to a button, TalkBack announces the 

alternative text of the button. The scrollbar has three modes: App Switching, Element Navigation, 

and Page Scrolling. A short press on the control button at the bottom of the scrollbar switches 

modes, announces the new mode, and updates the buttons in the floating window under the 

scrollbar. The number and size of buttons are dynamically determined by the number of elements 

on the current screen for Element Navigation mode and are constant in the other two modes. The 

scrollbar floating window also reserves an active button for the control button. For Number Entry, 

the number pad floating window is implemented using a static 4x3 grid of buttons, which becomes 

active when a text box is in focus. 

App Switching: People with visual impairments typically switch between apps using a physical 

button or a software button at the bottom of the screen, and then navigate through a list of opened 

apps. However, locating this button and switching through apps can be difficult. For example, 

TalkBack requires three swipes to navigate to the next app (i.e., announce app name, open app info, 

close app). In our App Switching mode, a person simply slides the scroll thumb to hear the name of 

each opened app (represented as a button in the floating window). Double-tapping the scroll thumb 

opens the app. To minimize required precision, Interactiles defaults to switching between the four 

most recently opened apps, a number that can be customized as desired. 

Element Navigation: People using screen readers can swipe left/right to navigate between all 

interface elements on the screen in a linear order. They can swipe quickly without listening to the 
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full text of each item (e.g., for a long list). Alternatively, they can use explore-by-touch, where they 

move one finger around the screen to hear about on-screen elements. This is a faster way to skip 

content in a long list, but it risks missing elements with small or hard-to-reach targets. Interactiles 

uses the physical scrollbar to navigate through app interface elements; each element creates a 

button with its alternative text in the floating window. Users slide the scroll thumb to move the 

focus between elements and hear the content of the focused element. A quick slide can skip 

elements. Double-tapping the scroll thumb clicks on the focused element. When the scroll thumb 

arrives at the top/bottom of the scrollbar, users can long press the scroll thumb to move to the 

previous/next page. 

Page Scrolling: People using screen readers may scroll pages instead of elements with a two-finger 

or three-finger swipe on the screen. They can also assign a two-stroke gesture to scroll pages with 

one finger. TalkBack announces page location after scrolling (e.g., "showing items 11 to 20 of 54"). 

Interactiles supports a similar function with tactile feedback on the physical scrollbar. If the current 

app screen is scrollable, users can slide up/down the scroll thumb to scroll to the previous/next 

page and hear the page number. When the scroll thumb arrives at the top/bottom of the scrollbar, 

users can quickly slide down/up the scroll thumb without scrolling screen. Thus, users can keep 

scrolling in an infinite list. 

Bookmarking: It can be challenging for people using TalkBack to relocate an interface element in 

an app. Interactiles uses the physical control button to bookmark an interface element in an app. 

In Element Navigation mode, after users navigate to an element of interest, they can long press the 

control button and hear "Bookmarked" with the alternative text of that element. Later, when users 

move to a screen that contains the bookmark, the phone vibrates and announces "Bookmark 

found" with the alternative text of the bookmarked element. Currently, our system allows one 

bookmark per app. 

Number Entry: People using TalkBack enter numbers by switching to the symbol mode of the soft 

keyboard. However, locating the symbol keyboard and then a specific number on it can be 

challenging. In addition, typing a combination of letters and numbers requires frequent keyboard 

mode switching. Interactiles uses the physical number pad to enter numbers; as seen in Figures 6.1 
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(left) and 6.3 (left), users can type letters on the soft keyboard at the same time. The number pad 

floating window contains a 4x3 grid of buttons, matching the position of the physical buttons. The 

number pad uses a layout similar to a phone keypad: the first three rows have numbers 1 to 9, and 

the bottom row has "read the entered text," number 0, and "backspace." When a button is pressed, 

our software updates the content of the active text field by appending a number or removing the 

last character. 

6.2.3 System Improvements Based on Pilot Study Input 

After we developed a fully working prototype of the software and hardware, we conducted a pilot 

study with a blind participant (a 38-year-old male who has used TalkBack for 7 years) and iterated 

based on his feedback. Originally, to go to the next page of elements when in element navigation 

mode, the participant had to switch to page mode, scroll down a page, and switch back to element 

mode. Based on our pilot study, we changed the system to allow a "next page" action while in 

element mode. We also added more verbal feedback to help the participant. The final system 

announces the page number while page scrolling, the bookmark content when found, and the 

entered characters in a text box. In the final system, pages are not directly mapped to scrollbar 

locations; instead, the participant goes to the next page when at the bottom of the scrollbar by 

moving the scroll thumb quickly up (faster than 10 cm/s) to get more room, and then down slowly 

again.  

6.2.3 System Validation in Android Apps 

To test robustness, we validated the compatibility of Interactiles with 50 Android apps from the 

Google Play Store. Our samples were the top 5 free apps in each of 10 categories: Book, 

Table 6.1. The number of apps in which Interactiles features worked as expected, out of 50 sample 
apps. One app did not include any text field to test number entry. 

 

Page Scrolling Element 
Navigation 

Bookmark Number Entry App Switching 

49/50 42/50 49/50 49/49 50/50 
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Communication, Entertainment, Fitness, Navigation, Medical, News, Productivity, Shopping, and 

Social. For each app, we tested page scrolling, element navigation, and bookmarking on a screen 

that allowed scrolling. We tested number entry on a screen that allowed text entry. When possible, 

we tested the main screens of apps (e.g., the News Feed screen in the Facebook app). The results 

are summarized in Table 6.1. 

Page scrolling worked as expected in all but one app. In the main screen of Google Play Book, our 

system did not scroll the page vertically; instead, it scrolled the large horizontal banner at the top. 

As future work, we may allow developers to annotate which element should be scrolled in specific 

apps or may allow scrolling in multiple scrollable elements. 

Element navigation did not work as expected in 8 apps. In 3 apps, there are more than 30 interface 

elements on a screen so that each corresponding button on the floating window was too small for 

the scroll thumb to individually select. In 5 apps, our software ignored important interface elements 

(e.g., bottom tab buttons in Reddit). These apps did not provide alternative text on those interface 

elements, and therefore our software ignored them. As future work, we may also let developers 

annotate the elements to ignore or include. We can also design new hardware to support infinite 

scrolling (e.g., a scroll wheel) so that each element will have a larger, constant-size selection area. 

Bookmarks could be created in all apps and found in all but one app. To display a list of products, 

the Amazon app used a WebView, which exposed out-of-screen content to accessibility APIs. Thus, 

our system incorrectly found the bookmark even if it was not visible on the current screen. We 

solved this by checking element visibility. As future work, we may examine other interface 

components that expose out-of-screen content. 

Number entry worked as expected in all apps except Rosa, which lacked any text field to test. The 

number pad floating window appeared when the keyboard popped up and the pressed number 

was correctly updated in the active text field. The backspace and announcement functions worked 

as well. 

App switching worked in all apps since this feature did not rely on specific app screen content. 
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6.3 Usability Study 

To complement the feedback that informed our design of Interactiles, we conducted a study 

comparing Interactiles with TalkBack (the built-in Android screen reader). This study collected 

qualitative reactions to Interactiles and compared task completion times and participant 

preferences. 

6.3.1 Participants 

We recruited participants (N = 5) through word of mouth, university services, and mailing lists of 

organizations of blind people. 3 participants were blind, and 2 had some level of impaired vision. 

All participants used mobile screen readers, primarily iOS VoiceOver. Table 6.2 shows their 

background. 

6.3.2 Comparative Study Method 

We conducted a comparative study in a university usability lab and in public libraries. We employed 

a within-subjects design to examine task completion time, accuracy, and participant preference 

between two interaction methods: a Nexus 6P phone with TalkBack (the control condition) and the 

same phone with TalkBack and Interactiles (the experimental condition). Participants had the 

option of setting up the phone with their preferred TalkBack volume and speed settings. 

Table 6.2. Information on study participants, all of whom were VoiceOver users. Proficiency was self-
rated as basic, intermediate, or advanced.  

 

ID Age Gender Vision Screen Reader Proficiency 

P1 24 Male Blind Intermediate 

P2 58 Female Blind (L) 

Low Vision (R) 

Basic 

P3 29 Male Blind Advanced 

P4 31 Female Low Vision Advanced 

P5 43 Female Blind Intermediate 
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Participants were asked to complete four tasks that isolated specific functionality, followed by a 

more open-ended task to explore the system as a whole. At the beginning of each task, we 

explained the corresponding Interactiles feature(s) and gave the participant a training task to gain 

familiarity with Interactiles. Participants were also given time to do the training task with TalkBack.  

For each participant and each task, we randomized the ordering of conditions to counterbalance 

order effects. Participant feedback was audio recorded by the researchers. After each task, the 

participant was asked to give qualitative feedback and answer Likert scale questions about the 

speed, ease, intuitiveness, and confidence while using Interactiles and TalkBack. Upon task 

completion, the participant was asked to provide general feedback about Interactiles and TalkBack 

and their preference. 

6.3.3 Tasks 

The specific tasks in the usability study were designed to test each Interactiles feature. Tasks were 

chosen by considering the difficulties faced in using common apps and how Interactiles might be 

used in such situations. These tasks covered target acquisition (locate), browsing speed (locate, 

relocate, app switch), data entry (mixed text/number entry), and spatial memory (relocate). 

Locate: Participants were asked to find a specific song in a Spotify playlist. In Interactiles, they were 

encouraged to use element navigation to search through the current page of songs. They could 

slide to navigate elements and long press at the bottom of the scrollbar to move to the next page. 

When participants found the song in the Interactiles condition, we encouraged them to bookmark 

it for the relocate task described next. 

Relocate: After the participant located the song in the locate task, the playlist was scrolled back to 

the top, and participants were asked to find the song again. In the Interactiles condition, we 

encouraged participants to use page scrolling to find the bookmark from the locate task. Because 

they were novices with respect to Interactiles, we explicitly encouraged them to use Interactiles’ 

functionality. 
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App switch: With four apps open, participants were asked to switch from one of the apps to another. 

This was repeated four times in total. 

Mixed text/number entry: Participants were asked to compose a message in the default Messages 

app, which required entering both numbers and text. The message dictated to participants was: 

"My number is [phone number]. Meet me at [address]." 

Holistic: This task consisted of three steps. Participants were first asked to find a specific product 

by name (a water bottle using Talkback and a backpack using Interactiles) on pre-curated Amazon 

shopping lists without using the search bar. When they found the product, they were asked to 

switch to Messages to enter a contact phone number and a shipping address. Finally, participants 

were asked to switch back to Amazon and add the product to their shopping cart. This task was 

designed to encourage participant use of all Interactiles features.  

6.3.4 Data Collection and Analysis 

Our data included times for each task, accuracy for each task, task-specific Likert scales, general 

Likert scales, and qualitative feedback. Time data was analyzed to compare participant 

performance using Interactiles against the control condition; however, the data could not be 

directly compared across participants because each participant used TalkBack at a different speed. 

 
Figure 6.4. Average task completion time for each task in the study. P4 did not complete app switching 

on the control condition, and P5 did not complete the holistic task. 
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We use bar charts to show trends in the Likert scale data. However, our sample was too small to 

calculate statistics for either timing or Likert scale data. The qualitative data was organized into 

themes by one researcher and discussed as a group until agreement was reached on what was 

learned. 

6.3.5 Results 

In terms of speed, Interactiles improved performance times for the app switching and number entry 

tasks, as shown in Figure 6.4. Participants were uniformly positive about the number pad but were 

mixed on the usefulness of the scrollbar and control button even though the scrollbar resulted in a 

better task completion time for the previously mentioned task. Average Likert scale ratings for each 

condition and task can be seen in Figure 6.5.   

App switching: As seen in Figure 6.4, participants performed app switching with Interactiles almost 

twice as quickly as they did with just TalkBack. They also had a positive response to this task. 

"Compared to hunting down the overview button every time, it was relatively quick and painless, 

especially when I figured out how to operate the slider with the thumb."  

Locating/Relocating: The scrollbar had slower task completion times for 3 out of 5 participants than 

Talkback for the locating task, in which participants used element navigation. For relocating, 3 out 

of 5 participants had faster task completion times using Interactiles. Figure 6.6 shows individual 

task times. Qualitative feedback from participants confirmed that the scrollbar did not provide a 

performance advantage over the default Talkback element navigation methods (i.e., swipe 

 
Figure 6.5. The average Likert scale rating (strongly disagree = -2, strongly agree = 2) given by 

participants for the study tasks. Participants were asked how easy, quick, intuitive, and how confident 
they felt completing each task with the control condition (only TalkBack) and Interactiles. 
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navigation or explore-by-touch). Though participants used physical location to find elements (P1 

said, "This song should be in the middle of the scrollbar…"), they were unsure about the exact 

scrollbar location of the element and slid the scroll thumb slowly to avoid skipping elements. We 

observed that participants varied in how they touched the scroll thumb (with their index finger, 

thumb, or a two-finger pinch) and how hard they pressed the scroll thumb against the screen. P1 

said, "I feel like the scrollbar with the way it scrolls between pages isn’t quite as intuitive as I would 

think," while P2 had trouble knowing when to use element navigation versus page scrolling. The 

confusion of where and how to use the scroll thumb was also noted by P3, who said, "I would have 

kind of hoped that I could use my thumb on the scrollbar without having to lift and put it back down 

[to move to the next page]." Additionally, some behaviors registered unintended touch events on 

the screen (e.g., a long press was interpreted as two short presses because the touch contact was 

lost in the middle). However, participants saw potential value in the scrollbar. Though P5 felt that 

using the scrollbar required her to uncomfortably hold the phone, she said, "It’s just nice being able 

to touch something," and she later followed up with "I think for beginners on the phone, that 

scrollbar would be better."  

For 3 out of 5 participants, the relocate task was faster using Interactiles than TalkBack with the 

help of the bookmark feature. However, participants were skeptical of its value due to the current 

implementation. They expressed the desire to be able to automatically go to a bookmark. P3 said, 

 
Figure 6.6. Individual task completion time of locate and relocate tasks. 
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"I question the usefulness of bookmarking mostly because digitally when I think of bookmark I can 

immediately tap a button and go to this control versus having to scroll around to find it."  

Mixed text/number entry: Using the number pad was much faster than the keyboard alone for all 

participants. Participants also showed a strong preference for the number pad, as shown in Figure 

6.5. For example, P1 said, "Where I would use this piece of hardware the most is the number pad… 

[to] enter the extension 156 during a phone call… I can’t do that fast enough [with the default 

keyboard]." Similarly, P3 liked the number pad "for entering long strings of numbers... It saves time 

switching to the number/symbol keyboard and is more intuitive because the layout of the numbers 

on the symbol keyboard is horizontal and that takes a bit of getting used to." P4, quite enthusiastic, 

said "This I love. This is genius." but also suggested "rather than the key that reads aloud what’s on 

the screen, I might change that to something that’s more commonly used, maybe a pound sign or 

perhaps a period or a hyphen." 

Holistic value: Functions overloaded to a single component created confusion for participants. For 

example, there were two ways to go to the "next page" (i.e., a long press of the bottom at the 

scrollbar in element navigation or a slide in page scrolling). These two ways confused our 

participants due to the mode switch required to go between them. In the words of P4, "It felt a 

little clumsy figuring out up/down, when to push, how long to hold it." On the other hand, when the 

mode switches and associated functionality were clear, Interactiles was valued. To use the number 

pad, participants had to make a conscious effort to flip the number pad onto the screen and the 

scrollbar off the screen. Although it required a mode switch of sorts, the number pad feature 

resulted in high participant satisfaction.  

6.3.6 Customizability 

P1, P2, and P3 expressed the desire to personalize Interactiles to meet their own needs. For 

example, P1 liked the number pad but did not feel he needed the scrollbar. P2 felt the hardware 

was uncomfortable to hold and wished she could move components around. P3 was used to holding 

his phone by his ear; it was difficult to use the scrollbar in that position. All participants interacted 

with the scroll thumb a little differently (index finger, thumb, or a two-finger pinch). Feedback from 
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participants suggests that a tactile approach to mobile touchscreen accessibility should be 

physically customizable for both the types and locations of components. 

6.4 Discussion  

Our results demonstrated that Interactiles was particularly useful for app switching and number 

entry, tasks that currently require a mode switch, but may not be as useful for tasks that are already 

quick even without tangibility, such as locate and relocate. Our analysis also explored interactions 

that may be more helpful to map to a scrollbar and provided design recommendations for future 

work in tangible mobile touchscreen accessibility. 

As shown in Figure 6.4, Interactiles did not provide a major speed advantage for all tasks. However, 

it did improve task completion times for app switching and number entry. Because participants 

were beginners with both Interactiles and TalkBack, this suggests that Interactiles may be of value 

for novice users. Given more time to learn, participants might also be more comfortable with 

Interactiles and find greater value in its functionality. 

Interactiles was least helpful for locate and relocate tasks. It failed to serve as a memory aid and 

was not sufficiently reliable to be trusted by participants. A secure clip for holding the scrollbar to 

the screen to maintain screen contact would help to reduce the uncertainty that resulted from 

inconsistent touch events. The scrollbar may be more useful for known mappings (e.g., a menu) 

than unknowns (e.g., infinite scroll). For the relocate task, although Interactiles improved task 

performance for 3 out of 5 participants, participants wanted an additional feature to automatically 

arrive at bookmarks. Given the speed benefit of bookmarking, this could be of great value. A future 

implementation might include a short strip of buttons that could be used as bookmarks, similar to 

saved radio station buttons on cars. 

Interactiles was slower for element navigation than Talkback’s swipe navigation or explore-by-

touch. Because of space limitations in the mobile platform, many apps use linear layouts to deliver 

content. Although swipe navigation and explore-by-touch lack tactility, they work fast enough to 

help participants form a coherent understanding of the app, especially when content is linear. One 
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reason may be the common use of one-dimensional layouts in many small screen mobile apps. Even 

though swiping and explore-by-touch do not have tactility or much of a physical mapping, they work 

fast enough to help participants form a coherent understanding of the app, especially if content is 

linear. We believe this is the reason the scrollbar did not rate highly with participants, even though 

it showed faster completion times for all participants in the app switching task and was faster for 3 

of 5 participants in the relocate task. Participants still provided positive feedback on having tangible 

feedback on the physical scrollbar. 

One of the most difficult challenges for tangible or screen reader interaction on mobile platforms 

is infinite scroll. Ideally, there should be no distinction between elements and pages. The 

Interactiles approach of chunking elements into discrete pages, which requires participants to stop 

processing elements to go to the next page, adversely affects their memory and content 

understanding. However, software implementations of infinite scroll not only load the next page 

on an as-needed basis, but they also may change the order of elements each time when scrolling 

begins. Overlapping pages may help prevent this, but it may simply be the case that swiping is a 

better model for interacting with infinite scroll content. 

Interactiles was most valuable both in task completion times and participant ratings for app 

switching and number entry. This suggests that the interactions to target on mobile phones might 

be those that currently require a mode switch, particularly difficult ones, such as opening the 

symbol keyboard to enter symbols and numbers.  

6.5 Conclusion 

We presented Interactiles, a system for enhancing screen reader access to mobile phones with 

tangible components. The success of Interactiles for app switching and number entry lends argues 

for a hybrid hardware-software approach. Supporting materials (e.g., 3D-printing files) are available 

at https://github.com/tracyttran/Interactiles. 

Interactiles enhances accessibility by enabling mobile touchscreen tactility across multiple existing 

apps. It is the first mobile system compatible across apps, as opposed to a static overlay that works 

https://github.com/tracyttran/Interactiles
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with only one screen configuration. As shown in our technical validation, Interactiles functions 

effectively in most of the top 50 Android Apps. Another major advantage is its low cost and 

assembly from readily available materials. Both advantages indicate that Interactiles is highly 

deployable. 

This work was originally published at ASSETS 2018 as Interactiles: 3D Printed Tactile Interfaces to 

Enhance Mobile Touchscreen Accessibility [114] with co-authors Tracy Tran, Yuqian Sun, Ian 

Culhane, Shobhit Jain, James Fogarty, and Jennifer Mankoff. I proposed the initial idea in a 3D 

printing course (i.e. "adding tactile feedback on mobile phones with hardware overlay and software 

overlay") and implemented all software components. I also designed the user study with 

undergraduate researchers, Tracy Tran, and Yuqian Sun. Tracy joined my course group and took a 

lead role in designing 3D-printed hardware. She also recruited study participants and accompanied 

me to all user studies. Please watch the demo video at: https://youtu.be/Fd6zmfJ9DOk.  

https://youtu.be/Fd6zmfJ9DOk
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Chapter 7 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH THEMES 

This chapter highlights additional research themes that I pursued but did not directly include in this 

dissertation. Although they are not core contributions of my dissertation, each of these three 

research themes has had an impact on a chapter of this dissertation. At the end of this chapter, I 

will summarize their impacts on my dissertation. 

7.1 Mobile Interactions 

In situ self-report is widely used in human-computer interaction, ubiquitous computing, and for 

assessment and intervention in health and wellness. Unfortunately, it remains limited by high 

burdens. We examined unlock journaling as an alternative. Specifically, we built upon prior work 

that introduced single-slide unlock journaling gestures appropriate for health and wellness 

measures. We then presented the first field study comparing unlock journaling with traditional 

diaries and notification-based reminders in self-report of health and wellness measures. We found 

 
Figure 7.1. We examined unlock journaling, in which unlocking a phone also journals an in situ self-

report. We presented the first study comparing it to diaries and notification-based reminders. 
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unlock journaling is less intrusive than reminders, dramatically improves frequency of journaling, 

and can provide equal or better timeliness. Where appropriate to broader design needs, unlock 

journaling is thus an overall promising method for in situ self-report. 

The specific contributions of this work include: 

• Expansion of the single-slide unlock journaling gestures design to support (1) selection 

among multiple measures to journal, and (2) journaling a two-dimensional measure, as 

shown in Figure 7.1. 

• The first field study comparing unlock journaling to traditional diaries and notification-

based reminders for the self-reporting of health and wellness measures. 

This work was originally published at CHI 2016 as Examining Unlock Journaling with Diaries and 

Reminders for In Situ Self-Report in Health and Wellness [111] with co-authors Laura R. Pina and 

James Fogarty. Please watch the demo video at: https://youtu.be/XauaChOS9y4. 

7.2 Large-Scale Mobile App Accessibility Analysis 

We conducted the first large-scale analysis of the accessibility of mobile apps, examining what 

unique insights this could provide into the state of mobile app accessibility. We analyzed 5,753 free 

Android apps for label-based accessibility barriers in three classes of image-based buttons: Clickable 

Images, Image Buttons, and Floating Action Buttons. We used an epidemiology-inspired framework 

to structure the investigation [85]. We assessed the population of free Android apps for label-based 

inaccessible button diseases. Figure 7.2 shows the distribution of the proportion of image-based 

buttons within an app with a missing label. We considered three determinants of the disease: 

missing labels, duplicate labels, and uninformative labels. Then, we examined the prevalence 

(i.e., frequency of occurrences of barriers) in apps and in classes of image-based buttons. In the app 

analysis, 35.9% of analyzed apps had 90% or more of their assessed image-based buttons labeled, 

45.9% had less than 10% of assessed image-based buttons labeled, and the remaining apps were 

relatively uniformly distributed along the proportion of elements that were labeled. In the class 

analysis, we found 92.0% of Floating Action Buttons have missing labels, compared to 54.7% of 

https://youtu.be/XauaChOS9y4
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Image Buttons and 86.3% of Clickable Images. Finally, we discussed how these accessibility barriers 

are addressed in existing treatments, including accessibility development guidelines. 

The specific contributions of this work include: 

• The first large-scale analysis of image-based button labeling for accessibility in 5,753 free 

Android apps. 

• An analysis demonstrating a concrete application of concepts from an epidemiology-

inspired framework [85] and the value of large-scale app accessibility analysis. 

This work was originally published at ASSETS 2018 as Examining Image-Based Button Labeling for 

Accessibility in Apps through Large-Scale Analysis [86] with co-authors Anne Spencer Ross (first 

author), James Fogarty, and Jacob O. Wobbrock. 

 
Figure 7.2. The distribution of the proportion of image-based buttons within an app with a missing 

label. A total of 5,753 apps were tested. A higher proportion indicates an app with more errors. The 
high number of apps at the extremes along with the uniform, non-zero distribution between the 

extremes hints at a rich ecosystem of factors influencing whether an app’s image-based buttons are 
labeled. 
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7.3 Mobile Eye Tracking for People with Motor Impairments 

Current eye-tracking input systems for people with ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) or other 

motor impairments are expensive, not robust under sunlight, and require frequent re-calibration 

and substantial, relatively immobile setups. Eye-gaze transfer (e-tran) boards, a low-tech 

alternative, are challenging to master and offer slow communication rates. To mitigate the 

drawbacks of these two status quo approaches, we created GazeSpeak, an eye gesture 

communication system that runs on a smartphone. GazeSpeak is designed to be low-cost, robust, 

portable, and easy-to-learn, with a higher communication bandwidth than an e-tran board. Figure 

7.3 shows the setup of GazeSpeak. It can interpret eye gestures in real time, decode these gestures 

into predicted utterances, and facilitate communication. In our evaluations, GazeSpeak performed 

robustly, received positive feedback from participants, and improved input speed with respect to 

an e-tran board. We also identified avenues for further improvement to low-cost, low-effort gaze-

based communication technologies.  

 

 

 
Figure 7.3. The communication partner of a person with motor disabilities can use the GazeSpeak 

smartphone app to translate eye gestures into words. (a) The interpreter interface is displayed on the 
smartphone’s screen. (b) The speaker saw a sticker depicting 4 groupings of letters affixed to the 

phone’s case.  
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The specific contributions of this work include: 

• The GazeSpeak system, which includes algorithms to robustly recognize eye gestures in real 

time on a hand-held smartphone and decode these gestures into predicted utterances, and 

interfaces to facilitate the speaker and interpreter communication roles. 

• Study results demonstrating GazeSpeak’s error rate and communication speed, as well as 

feedback from people with ALS and their communication partners on usability, utility, and 

directions for further work. 

This work was originally published at CHI 2017 as Smartphone-Based Gaze Gesture Communication 

for People with Motor Disabilities [110] with co-authors Harish Kulkarni and Meredith Ringel 

Morris. Please watch the demo video at: https://youtu.be/bHwIIVDoZoM. 

7.4 Conclusion 

These additional research themes influenced the research my dissertation. The first theme, mobile 

interactions, prompted me to explore interaction patterns and their implementation on mobile 

platforms. This exploration prepared me to categorize the interaction re-mapping design space 

(Chapter 3) and to implement interaction proxies (Chapter 4). The second theme, large-scale 

mobile app accessibility analysis, provided insights into the widespread inaccessibility of apps. The 

large number of accessibility issues motivated me to develop a more robust and scalable method 

of repair (Chapter 5). The third theme, mobile eye tracking for people with motor impairments, 

demonstrated the feasibility of a low-cost and portable alternative to commercial eye tracking 

systems enabled by a commodity mobile phone. This demonstration inspired me to build 

Interactiles (Chapter 6) as a low-cost and portable system to provide tactile feedback. 

  

https://youtu.be/bHwIIVDoZoM
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Chapter 8 CONCLUSION 

Mobile apps have become ubiquitous, used to access a wide variety of services online and in the 

physical world. However, many apps remain difficult or impossible to access for people with 

disabilities. This dissertation proposes the opportunity for third-party repair and enhancement of 

mobile app accessibility at runtime. In this dissertation, I demonstrated my thesis statement: 

An interaction remapping strategy can enable third-party developers and researchers 

to robustly repair and enhance the accessibility of mobile applications at runtime, while 

preserving the platform’s security model and accessibility infrastructure. 

In support of this statement, I developed interaction proxies as a strategy to enable developers and 

researchers to modify app interactions at runtime (Chapters 3 and 4). This strategy does not require 

an app’s source code or rooting the phone and remains compatible with built-in assistive 

technologies. To scale interaction proxies for repairing real-world accessibility issues, I built a robust 

annotation system with developer tools to create accessibility repairs for mobile apps (Chapter 5). 

To enhance the accessibility of touchscreen mobile phones for people with visual impairments, I 

created the Interactiles system, which provides tactile feedback on mobile phones using low-cost 

3D printed widgets (Chapter 6). All thesis projects preserve the mobile platform’s security model 

and accessibility infrastructure. 

The next sections summarize the contributions made in my dissertation work, discuss some 

opportunities for future work, and conclude this dissertation. 

8.1 Contributions 

The specific contributions of my dissertation research are presented below, including concepts, 

artifacts, and experimental results. 
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8.1.1 Concepts 

• The design space of interaction re-mapping (Chapter 3) provides examples of re-mapping 

existing inaccessible interactions into new accessible interactions. It supports researchers 

and developers who design accessibility repairs and enhancements for mobile apps. 

• The interaction proxy strategy (Chapter 4) enables runtime repair and enhancement of app 

accessibility while preserving mobile security model and accessibility infrastructure. It 

supports the implementation of examples in the interaction re-mapping design space. 

• Screen equivalence heuristics (Chapter 5) enable robust annotation on mobile app 

interfaces. The heuristics examine systematic behaviors that cause screen equivalence 

errors, based entirely on information available from standard Android accessibility APIs. 

8.1.2 Artifacts 

• Demonstration accessibility repairs (Chapter 4) present the use cases of interaction 

proxies and provide implementation abstractions on Android. Their key technical 

approaches inform future development of the interaction proxy strategy. 

• Mobile app interface annotation tools (Chapter 5) support developers implementing 

repairs of mobile app accessibility. The capture tool uploads current screen information to 

the database. The template tool identifies and displays unique template screens. The 

annotation tool supports authoring annotations on a template screen. The runtime library 

compares a runtime screen against template screens and applies annotations on its 

interface elements if a match is found. 

• The Interactiles system (Chapter 6) enhances tactile interaction on touchscreen 

smartphones with 3D-printed hardware and a software service. Interactiles is portable, 

low-cost, unpowered, and compatible with existing Android apps. 
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8.1.3 Experimental Results 

• The interviews regarding interaction proxies (Chapter 4) focused on: (1) app accessibility 

barriers, (2) the experience of using an interface with an interaction proxy, (3) the 

usefulness of interaction proxies, and (4) their potential for adoption. The interviews about 

accessibility barriers informed many of the interaction proxies developed. Participants 

reported the interactions in repaired apps were seamless. The interaction proxies were 

perceived as being part of the interface and helped participants complete tasks. Finally, 

participants raised forward-thinking questions for broad deployment. 

• The evaluation of screen equivalence heuristics (Chapter 5) examined equivalence in 

42,504 pairs of screens. Participants collected a total of 2,038 screens from 50 apps. The 

heuristics prioritized FalseSame error reduction to avoid applying annotations to a wrong 

screen. Applying all heuristics reduced 97% of FalseSame errors and 60% of FalseDifferent 

errors in screen equivalence from the baseline method. 

• The case studies of annotation-based runtime repair (Chapter 5) gathered individual 

feedback and implemented larger-scale repairs. The participant confirmed our repairs 

addressed the issues he reported, as well as additional issues. He also described how 

repairs would change how he uses apps and might help more people. The set of runtime 

repairs for 26 apps supports the potential of annotation-based accessibility repair. 

• System validation of Interactiles (Chapter 6) verified its compatibility across 50 Android 

apps. The main features functioned effectively in most of the apps: page scrolling worked 

in 49 apps; element navigation worked in 42 apps; bookmark worked in 49 apps; number 

entry worked in 49 apps; app switching worked in all 50 apps. 

• The Interactiles usability study (Chapter 6) evaluated task performance and participant 

preference. Compare to Talkback, Interactiles was faster for all participants in app 

switching and number entry tasks, slower for all participants in the holistic task, and faster 

for some participants in locating/relocating tasks. Participants were uniformly positive 

about the number pad but were mixed on the usefulness of the scrollbar. 
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8.2 Future Directions 

This dissertation surfaces numerous opportunities for future work. It may enable future research, 

and there are opportunities to improve upon the research done in this dissertation: 

8.2.1 Deploying New Accessibility Repairs and Enhancements 

The ultimate goal of interaction proxies (Chapter 4) is to help catalyze advances in mobile app 

accessibility. Where contributions have previously been limited to developers of individual apps or 

the underlying mobile platform, interaction proxies open an opportunity for third-party developers 

and researchers to develop and deploy accessibility repairs and enhancements into widely used 

apps and platforms. In addition, the annotation techniques (Chapter 5) will make these new 

accessibility repairs and enhancements more robust and scalable. 

8.2.2 Scaling Mobile App Interface Annotation by Crowdsourcing 

The annotation system (Chapter 5) currently requires developer-level expertise, which limits 

scalability. Future research could explore methods that allow contribution from volunteers to scale 

annotation, including crowdsourcing and friendsourcing techniques developed in other contexts 

(e.g., [88,97,98]). Researchers could build a capture tool that lets end users collect screens while 

using the app. A slight modification to the current annotation web interface could support crowd 

workers in creating accessibility metadata at scale. Furthermore, it is worth investigating whether 

future annotation tools could support contribution from people with disabilities. 

8.2.3 Applying Robust Annotation Approaches Outside Accessibility 

Robust approaches to screen equivalence and annotation (Chapter 5) could have applications that 

extend beyond accessibility. A few examples include: 

Mobile app interface testing: Our approach to screen equivalence could be included in mobile 

automation testing tools [3,35,89] to determine current progress in the graph of app states.  
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Large-scale collection and analysis of mobile apps: An automated crawler for apps needs to 

determine whether an interaction leads to a new interface state or one that is already captured  

[19,20]. Our approach to screen equivalence reduces the error in interface state comparison and 

therefore avoids unnecessary and repetitive data collection. 

Task automation in mobile apps: APPNITE combines natural language instructions with 

demonstrations to create more generalized GUI automation scripts [66]. Its authors indicate the 

potential of annotation: "For graphics in GUIs, especially for those without developer-provided 

accessibility labels, we can use runtime annotation techniques [113] to annotate their meanings", 

referring to our contribution in Chapter 5. 

8.2.4 Making More Tasks Tangible 

There is an opportunity to explore the value of Interactiles (Chapter 6) for additional tasks (e.g., 

menu access, copy/paste, text editing/cursor movement). It is also possible to enable T9 text entry 

[75] using the number pad and explore its design choices (e.g., how to effectively present word 

prediction candidates). 

For future work, our study suggests the importance of creating a toolchain for hardware 

customization. Advances needed here would include: (1) an ability to create models for "plug and 

play" components that could be snapped in and out of the phone shell and (2) a facility for 

configuring mappings between components and tasks (e.g., bookmarking, app switching, text 

entry). 

Support for adding new types of components and invoking their associated modes would also add 

flexibility to Interactiles. A solution could be to place a physical component on the screen and move 

a finger around its edges, using a gesture recognizer to identify the component according to its 

shape. If components were not all of a unique shape, they could include small conductive strips 

that create a unique pattern when a finger is swiped over them, which could then similarly be 

recognized to identify the component. 
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8.3 Limitations 

I now summarize several major limitations in this dissertation. 

Limited types of impairments in participants: Although this dissertation explored and 

implemented potential accessibility repairs and enhancements for people with different disabilities, 

we mainly recruited people with visual impairments in our user studies. In the evaluation of Mobile 

Eye Tracking for People with Motor Impairments (Section 7.3), we also received valuable feedback 

from people with motor impairments. I believe insights shared by people with a greater variety of 

impairments would also have benefited my dissertation research, and further exploring the 

approaches developed in this dissertation with people with a greater variety of disabilities remains 

an important opportunity. 

One-dimensional design space: Our current interaction re-mapping design space uses only the 

quantity of interactions to categorize potential accessibility repairs and enhancements. A richer 

design space could consider many other dimensions, including the forms of interactions (e.g., swipe 

versus tap), the types of disability (e.g., hearing impairments versus motor impairments), or the 

nature of re-mappings (e.g., virtual versus physical). Such a multi-dimensional design space could 

offer further inspiration and structure to third-party accessibility developers and researchers. 

Support for media content: In this dissertation, I mainly considered the tree representation of an 

interface hierarchy during screen content introspection. We may gain additional insights by making 

use of media content (e.g., images and animation) or conducting pixel-level analyses (e.g., 

automatically generating semantic annotations for mobile app interface elements [68]). 

8.4 Reflections 

Before concluding, I would like to share some observations I made during system development and 

when interacting with participants and other researchers. 

I would like to have renamed "interaction proxies" to "interaction re-mappers". "Proxy" is an 

acceptable and widely used term in the field of computer networking, and we chose it at the time 
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because of the technical analogy for our interception and re-mapping of input and output. However, 

when I talked with accessibility researchers and industry executives, some of them pointed out the 

negative implication of the word "proxy" (i.e., people with disabilities require assistance from it). In 

addition, web proxies aim at providing an accessible rendering of the inaccessible website, instead 

of making the original website accessible to all. The disability community rejects a "separate but 

equal" philosophy, and I would prefer we had chosen a name that avoided such an implication. 

Third-party developers may not be the best stakeholder to repair app accessibility issues, as this 

responsibility should primarily lie with the original app developer. I wish I could have explored more 

about app developer education and developer tools in building accessible apps. For example, 

repairing the accessibility issues of the BECU app in Chapter 5 would require extensive effort from 

third-party developers. In practice, the third-party repair may fail to cover some issues. Mobile apps 

will be more accessible when their developers consider accessibility in the first place and have more 

actionable accessibility suggestions from developer tools. 

Automation can play a critical role in making accessibility repairs and enhancements more scalable. 

I wish I could devote more time to improving automation in my thesis work. Supported by 

techniques like those in SUPPLE [30], it may be possible to evaluate a person’s abilities and 

automatically generate personalized interfaces for people with various forms and levels of 

impairments. I also wish I could have integrated crowdsourcing with my mobile app interface 

annotation methods and could have explored research questions in a crowd-powered annotation 

system (e.g., security issues arising from crowd-contributed accessibility metadata). I think such 

extensions to my work are important to realizing its full potential. 

8.5 Conclusion 

This dissertation offers: (1) a new perspective into third-party runtime mobile accessibility 

improvement, (2) potential of developing new tools using methods for robust annotation of mobile 

app interface, and (3) a vision for future research in tangible accessibility on mobile touchscreen 

devices. 
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Interaction proxies (Chapter 4) enable third-party interaction modification. Inserted between an 

app’s original interface and a manifest interface, an interaction proxy allows third-party developers 

and researchers to modify an interaction at runtime, without an app’s source code, without rooting 

the phone or otherwise modifying an app, while retaining all capabilities of the system. Participants 

saw the potential for third-party enhancements and were enthusiastic about the strategy, based 

on our proof-of-concept prototypes repairing accessibility failures in popular real-world apps. 

Including these prototypes in our interviews provided a real-world context for discussing the 

potential of interaction proxies, and participants used this as a starting point for discussing other 

apps in which they have encountered accessibility barriers that might be addressed. 

Robust annotation (Chapter 5) allows developers to annotate mobile interfaces with metadata 

appropriate for runtime accessibility repair. We presented our methods in terms of screen 

identifiers, element identifiers, and screen equivalence heuristics. We developed an initial set of 

tools based on these methods, focused on developer implementation of accessibility repair services. 

Our current screen equivalence heuristics effectively reduce screen identification error. The 

evaluation proves the system’s potential for repairing real-world accessibility issues. We received 

positive feedback on accessibility repairs from the participant and used our system to repair issues 

in 26 real-world apps. Because runtime repair of mobile accessibility is a relatively new capability 

and prior methods have required custom code specific to each repair, we believe this is the largest 

existing set of runtime repairs of mobile app accessibility, thereby providing support for the 

potential of annotation-based accessibility repair. 

Interactiles (Chapter 6) enhances screen reader access to mobile phones with tangible components. 

The success of Interactiles for app switching and number entry provides support for a hybrid 

hardware-software approach. A major advantage of Interactiles is that the system is general and 

compatible across apps, as opposed to a static overlay that works only with one screen 

configuration. Another major advantage is its low cost and assembly from readily available 

materials. Both advantages indicate that Interactiles is highly deployable. The evaluation 

demonstrates the system’s potential to provide tactile feedback and enhance task completion 

speed. Our results show that Interactiles is particularly useful for app switching and number entry, 
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which currently require a mode switch. But it may not be as useful for tasks that can be done quickly 

without tangibility (e.g., locate and relocate). This suggests that we should target the interactions 

that require a mode switch such as opening the symbol keyboard to enter symbols and numbers. 

8.6 Final Remarks 

This dissertation documents my research in runtime repair and enhancement of mobile app 

accessibility. This work started with the interaction re-mapping design space to characterize 

potential accessibility repairs and enhancements. I then built interaction proxies, which enable 

third-party developers and researchers to create such repairs and enhancements at runtime. Next, 

my mobile app interface annotation methods made these repairs more reliable and scalable. Finally, 

Interactiles demonstrated that accessibility enhancements can be extended to work with hardware. 

The strategies and tools I developed in this dissertation may suggest future research in new 

accessibility repairs and enhancements, crowd-powered mobile interface annotation, applications 

of robust annotation methods, and additional tangible tasks. 

Developer education in accessibility guidelines and tools remains crucial to preventing app 

accessibility issues in the first place. Third-party developers and researchers cannot replace the 

original developers of apps in the effort to make those apps accessible. However, when app 

developers fail to meet the accessibility standard, it is beneficial to allow motivated third-party 

developers to repair accessibility issues. Moreover, this dissertation enables researchers to deploy 

and evaluate advanced accessibility enhancements. My work demonstrates that third-party 

developers and researchers can play an important role in mobile app accessibility repair and 

enhancement with software and low-cost hardware. 
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